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Introduction
“I’m a poet,
and I know it,
I’ve got my whole life to show it
I feel it in the winter,
I feel it in the spring,
I feel it when I whisper,
I feel it when I sing…”
It’s been a joy to work with the students and faculty at PS90 this spring. In this anthology, or
“poetry room,” you will find things that delight and surprise you. Unicorns, spring puddles, cats, and
flowers, among many other things, are contained inside. You will read poems about spring, Brooklyn,
night sounds, mountains, imagined night adventures and the letter O. You will enter a room filled with
sensory details, gorgeous imagery, playful language and hard work.
During our time together, we read poetry by Langston Hughes, Naomi Shihab Nye, Edward Lear,
e.e.cummings, Eve Merriam, Pablo Neruda and Sonia Sanchez, among others. Through literature, we
went owling, and on an adventure with the jumblies. We tasted watermelons in a new way. We went to
the moon and looked inside of a kaleidoscope. We looked inside of a stone and at daffodils and listened
as the rain fell on us. We went to the top of a mountain and discovered, through our imaginations, that
a mountain could be as cute as an ice cream cone and as soft as a rabbit’s ears and all sorts of other
things! We learned how to look at the world as poets, noticing things that other people might not
notice, imagining things that other people might not imagine.
PS90 is a school that truly nurtures creativity and learning. Thank you Ms. Sonco, Ms. Parente,
Ms. Fox, Ms. Mendoza, Ms. Sigler, and Ms. Wnek for welcoming me into your classrooms. Thank you
Principal Hawkins and Assistant Principal Lynch for making this residency possible. Thank you to all of
the paras who add such vital support to the classroom. And of course a big, huge, enormous thank you
to the Second Graders of PS90 for the beautiful words you shared with me!
Sincerely,
Amina Henry
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Ms. Fox’s & Ms. Mendoza’s Class
Brooklyn
Brooklyn is the place where people live and where we have freedom
Brooklyn looks like a smart shark and a beautiful butterfly
She smells like bananas and strawberries
Brooklyn has golden and blue eyes
She wears a glittery baby blue diamond dress
Brooklyn tastes like fast food and sounds like
electricity, a rainbow, paint dropping, music, and roller coasters
Brooklyn loves people, Dominos pizza, and New York City
She loves to sing and dance
She feels like solid bricks, but sometimes soft sand
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
“This is a wonderful day,
Brooklyn is the best”
Squishy Spring Poem
It’s spring when the world is pretty flowers blooming
rain-blooming
school-sweet
clouds-warm
seeds-delicious
worms-good
It's spring when the sun shines like a diamond
Petal leaves-colorful
garden-handsome pretty
It's spring when the world sounds like
drip drip with a little bit of sugar
ding ding ding
pip pip pip
Tweet
Tweet
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Haider Shehzad Akram

Saleh Ali Albaadani

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like dip dip dip
I see lightning and chickens
In the rain, I like to jump in the water
And go outside with my umbrella
I feel dip dip dip in the rain

My Night Song
I hear my brother crying
I hear my dad snoring
I hear the wind from my window
I hear the rain
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like chish chish
And tezz tezz tezz and
Splash splash splash
I see kids playing and splashing in the water
In the rain, I like to jump and dance in the water
I feel wet and cold in the rain

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a chicken nugget
I saw a cute dog
It was a black as a cloud
And as white as the sky
It ran and jumped
I saw a dog
Cute as a butterfly

My Wandering Poem
I wandered fast as a flash
I saw a dog
It was as white as snow
And as happy as a clown
It ran and ran
Until he got tired

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a pizza slice
I think the mountain is a Dorito chip
Maybe the mountain is a triangle
Or the mountain is tiger shark teeth
On the mountain, there are blue birds

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gray
Like a shark
When I swim

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a tree
When I sing

I am blue
Like a race car
When I run

I am green
Like a sky
When I dance

I am red
Like a book
When I read

I am blue
Like a cow
When I cry
A Night Adventure
Dear Mom,
Come with me owling
You will need a scarf and shoes
We will see an owl and a deer
We will hear owls hooting
Maybe we will hoot
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Farruh Aliyev

Candy Arellano

My Night Song
I hear a car beep sometimes
I hear kids playing
I hear lightning storming
I hear all natural disasters

My Delight Song
I am a black and white panda
I am eating green leaf food
I am the sky
I am blue
My favorite season is summer

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like ding ding dong and
Dot dot dot dot
And plink plink plink
I see mad clouds and good clouds
In the rain, I like to jump in puddles
I like to jump so hard that the earth gets wet
I feel soft pillows in the rain

My Night Song
I hear an elevator sometimes
I hear cars driving by
I hear a panda talking
I hear the bed dancing
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like ti to ti to
And dot dot dot dot dot and
He he he he he he
I see the beach and Ms. G
In the rain, I like to sleep in school and
Dream about my teachers
I feel tired in the rain

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a planet
And a blue fireball
And a clock
You are as oval as a circle
And as normal as nature
You are a bouncy ball

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a mouse
I think the mountain is stars
Maybe the mountain is a rainbow
Or the mountain is a starfish
I think the mountain is ice cream cones
And a pizza and
A sunny hill with rocks

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am golden
Like a statue
When a bird gets on my hand
I am bright
Like the ocean
When I blow

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like the ocean
When I say, thank you

I am light blue
Like a diamond
When I glow
My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey has a friend
An owl
His skin is a blue sea and like pinky paper
The owl makes a stormy day
There is a hive of silvery bees in a tree
And they are green

I am blue
Like a raindrop
When I jump
I am red
Like a moon
When I play
My Jumbly Poem
A hive of silvery bees fly into a green flower
A lovely monkey has a feast
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My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is the lion’s house
I think the mountain is made out of math
Maybe the mountain is a superhero
When nobody is there it saves the plants
Or the mountain is filled with leaves
On the mountain,
there is a clock
and an owl
and raindrops

Ayesha Arshad
My Delight Song
I am a lion that roars through the wind
I am a dragon that spreads fire
I am a dark planet
I am the falling leaves
My Night Song
I hear letters talking to me
I hear a Roblex robot at the mall
I hear Bloody Mary in my eye
I hear the book reading to me

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a heart
When I sing

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the handsome sun is shining
It’s wonderful like diamonds singing
There are roses, handsome as gardens
Spring is vacation, cool as wind
Fabulous as leaves
It’s spring when birds are chirping
It sounds like
Tit tit pip pip tap tap shush shush splash splash
clap clap

I am blue
Like a star
When I hug
I am purple
Like a diamond
When I laugh
My Jumbly Poem
There were two friends that went for a swim
In the blue sea
They sang a moony song
A green owl came and said,
There’s a theater at the bottom of the sea

Ode to the Circle
O, you are as fun as Mars
And pretty as the moon shining
You are love and roses
You are a fireball and a mitten
You are a gold sun and cookies and cream ice
cream
You are the king of the planets
My Wandering Poem
I wandered fast as a cheetah
I saw a squirrel smiling in the sun
It was as loud as a puppy dog
But as lonely as a cat
It was amazing and beautiful
Like butterflies clapping and humming
At the same time
In the sky
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Jada Lynn Baez

Jorge Ambros Bautista

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is shark fins
I think the mountain is a triple M
Maybe the mountain is popsicles
I see a lot of snow
I see bird poop

My Delight Song
I am a hungry horse
I am a flying bird
I am a snowy morning
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like thunder and steps
And a clock
I see water and clouds
In the rain, I feel the drops and
The wind
I feel happy in the rain

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am violet
Like a flower
When I sleep
I am golden
Like a diamond
When I am happy

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a birthday hat
I think the mountain is big as a school
Maybe the mountain is tiny as an ant
Or the mountain is huge as New York City
On the mountain, I see
Snow
Rocks
And diamonds

I am black
Like an elephant
When I am sad
I am red
Like an apple and a flame
When I am mad

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold and silver
Like a tree
When I sing

A Night Adventure
Dear Giovanna,
Come with me to Unicorn Land
You will need slime
We will see rainbows
And cotton candy
We will hear unicorns
Maybe we will go to the unicorn shop
And drink unicorn drinks and
We will play and eat donuts
Then go home

I am gray
Like a rock
When I dance
I am blue
Like the sky
When I sip

My Jumbly Poem
A green dumpling
Made friends with the blue sea
On a stormy day
An owl sang
A moony song

My Jumbly Poem
My favorite color is blue
I have many friends
An owl comes to me
We sing a moony song
A lovely monkey is in a tree
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Muhammad Bilal

Emanuel Brigido

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an orange
You are a clock, a sun, a bouncy ball
A fireball, a basketball
You are as super as a man
You are the sun and a
Big hot moon

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like swish swish and the sea
I see the rain and calm
In the rain, I like to relax and be calm
I feel calm in the rain
My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is nice
Night-happy
Insect-cool
Rain-quiet
Clouds-relaxing
It’s spring when I play football
It sounds like fun
Hee hee hee

My Wandering Poem
I wandered friendly as a cow
I saw a big dog
It was as big as a big height
And as white as snow
It ran and hugged somebody

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a hat
When I cry

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a pizza
I think the mountain is ice cream cones
Maybe the mountain is Dorito chips
Or the mountain is a house
On the mountain, there is a small hotel

I am blue
Like water
When I jump

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a moon
When I read

I am silver
Like a heart
When I crawl

I am red
Like a sun
When I play

A Night Adventure
Dear Hugo,
Come with me to the forest to look for an owl
You will need a lantern, a tent, food and a dog
We will see an owl and goose and parents
We will hear hoo hoo hoo
Maybe we will get ready for the forest
To hear a bird sing

A Night Adventure
Dear Farruh,
Come with me to the beach
You will need a shell to dig the sand
Maybe we will see a boot
Then we can dig up the sand
We will hear water sounds

My Jumbly Poem
A stormy day is a bad day
A moony song listens
An owl, blue
A lovely monkey has a feast
With dumplings
A hive of silvery bees

My Jumbly Poem
I buy candy for an owl
Mom gives me a blue pencil
A lovely monkey is in the tree
I never see the pinky paper and
On the stormy day I did not see the birds
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a heart
When I sleep

Serenity Kezia Caple
My Delight Song
I am a kid star’s song
I am a pink whale dancing the nay nay
I am a dog singing opera
I am the rain
I am the fall, shining
And the pink sky

I am blue
Like a sun
When I sing
I am yellow
Like grass
When I dance

My Night Song
I hear my mom playing music
I hear whales splashing in the water
I hear the wind singing opera
I hear phones dancing and rocking

A Night Adventure
Dear Lorelei,
Come with me to my birthday party
You will need to come soon
We will see candy and toys

Ode to the Circle
O, you are as nice as the moon
You are a cloud and a hug and a bouncy ball
You are golden
Cotton candy

My Jumbly Poem
My friends are Candy and Michelle
I love my friends
I like their hair
They are my best friends

My Wandering Poem
I wandered as joyful as a bird
I saw a deer dancing
It was as fast as a fast dog, a happy bunny,
A spider flying, a puppy
It was as friendly as a snake doing homework
A flower flew on a rat when the rat jumped out
of a rainbow
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a rainbow with ice cream
I think the mountain is sweet bread
Maybe the mountain is a fan that has people
saying, “Wow” and “cool”
Or the mountain is a blue Dorito
On the mountain, there is ice cream and pizza
and a birthday hat
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Kevin Esteban Garcia

Eddy Fabian

My Delight Song
I am a dragon
I am doing nothing
I am a shark, swimming
I am summer

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a hill
I think the mountain has snow on it
Maybe the mountain is a rock
Or the mountain is a stone
On the mountain, there are rocks
Maybe snow
Or ice

My Night Song
I hear things full blown
I hear paper airplanes moving
I hear a door open and close
I hear my neighbor talking

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like the sky
When I run

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a chip
I think the mountain is a house
Maybe the mountain is a dragon
Or the mountain is an emergency
There is a boy on the mountain

I am gold
Like a sun
When I play
I am green
Like a tree
When I am quiet

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a tree
When I eat

A Night Adventure
Dear Kevin,
Come with me to the park at night
You will need a scooter and a helmet
We will see a swing there
And a slide
We will hear fireworks
Maybe we will play for
two hours and thirty minutes
In the park

I am black
Like the sky
When I walk
I am silver
Like a cow
When I sleep
A Night Adventure
Dear Eddy,
Come with me to the park
You will need gloves, a hat, a jacket, and a scarf
We will see a snowman
And a snow pizza
We will hear cars
Maybe will we go back home later

My Jumbly Poem
I see an owl on a stormy day
Near a green tree
And I see a hive of silvery bees

My Jumbly Poem
A moony song is green and blue
The pinky paper is in the sea
An owl is blue
Like a pinky paper
Green and blue are friends
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Michelle Gonzalez

Christopher Harrison

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a pretty cloud
And a dragon
And a marble
You are as bright as a star
And as round as a coin
You are a princess

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like fire and ice and water
I see thunder and clouds
In the rain, I like to stay home and play
I feel water in the rain
Ode to the Circle
O, you are a dog
You are so sweet
And you are you are so big
You are as fat as a ball
A ball as big as a cat
You are so big and fat and sweet

My Wandering Poem
I wandered quiet as a mouse
I saw a snake
It was as silly as a monkey
But as calm as a bird
It was red as roses
A silly bird
A round sun

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a cat’s ear
I think the mountain is a cat mouth
Maybe the mountain is two rockets in the
desert
Or the mountain is nature and peaceful
On the mountain is a big war
Mexico and the USA begin war

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am yellow
Like a sun
When I play
I am purple
Like a diamond
When I sing

A Night Adventure
Dear Ray Ray,
Come with me to the carnival
You will need food, snacks and a phone
We will see pets, prizes and Lego toys
We will hear music
Maybe we will play Lego games and eat hot
dogs

I am blue
Like a moon
When I skip
A Night Adventure
Dear Jada, Gabby, Lorelei, Candy and Ayesha,
Come with me to the park and Candyland and
Another land
You will need candy
We will see a blue owl
My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey and an owl
Had a feast
With their friends
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Gabriela Hernandez

Samuel Ibragimov

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is cool
I get to play soccer
That’s why I like spring
I get to go to school and eat ice cream
Animals are cute
So cute
I like spring
It’s spring when I get to play outside
It sounds like birds singing songs to other birds

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Soccer-fun
School-good
Seeds-sour
Eggs-cool
Rain-fun
It’s spring when it’s flowers-fun
It sounds like wet
Ode to the Circle
O, you are an egg
And a fireball
And a marble
You are as big as a dog
And fat as a cat

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a ball and the sun
and a head
You are a clock and an eye
A snake and a heart
You are the letter O

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is triangles
I think the mountain is snow and ice
Maybe the mountain is gray rocks
Or the mountain is an ice cube
On the mountain is snow and ice

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like a star
When I sing
I am purple
Like a flower
When I dance

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am yellow
Like the sun
When I cry

I am gold
Like the sun
When I play

I am gold
Like a rock
When I sing

A Night Adventure
Dear Family,
Come with me to Mexico
You will need all your things and food
We will see living things

I am gray
Like a tree
When I play
A Night Adventure
Dear Hugo,
Come with me camping
You will need to pack up
We will see animals
And we will go in the boat
We will hear fire in the camp
Maybe we will sleep at night

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
A blue owl and a lovely monkey ate dumplings
There was a hive of silvery bees
Friends
Pinky paper
Blue sea friends sing a moony song
A blue owl and a lovely monkey are friends
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like the sky
When I sleep

Elkareem McKinney
My Delight Song
I am a piranha fish swimming
I am a dragon flying
I am a dragon eating people
I am warm and green
I am thunder and flying
I am a glove

I am red
Like a tree
When I play
I am green
Like a leaf
When I sing

My Night Song
I hear my brother snoring
I hear dragons flying
I hear rainbows growing
I hear my teddy bear talking

A Night Adventure
Dear Pop,
Come with me to the woods
You will need a flashlight and a coat
We will see an owl
And an owl’s wings
We will hear noise
Maybe we will see an owl

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like chew and boom and crash
I see lightning and fast water
In the rain, I like to jump in puddles in
My green rain boots
I feel cold in the rain
Ode to the Circle
O, you are as cute as a butterfly
You are a chocolate heart
As beautiful as an orange
You are a star and an egg
And a frog and a cloud
You are a flower
My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a unicorn
I saw a butterfly
It was as blue as my shirt
And as green as my sweater
It was sleeping and woke up
It started flying again
It made me happy to see it
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is chocolate ice cream
cones
I think the mountain is a map of a rainbow
Maybe the mountain is a chocolate fountain
Or the mountain is green grass
On the mountain, I see a yellow star
And red glitter
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a braided brick
I was beginning to be clumsy
I saw braided brick
It was as fun as a bird
And as good as a butterfly wandering around
It was fun and beautiful
I wondered why butterflies wander but never
say,
You are fun

Lorelei Moody
My Delight Song
I am an elephant
I am dancing in the sun
I am a white earth
I am a green train
And a blue car
I am a lion
And a school
And the moon talking
A lightning bolt
A flower
A rainbow
I am a purple sky
I am a bright person

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a fun place
I think the mountain is a vanilla ice cream
Maybe the mountain is a cat playing
Or the mountain is a duck
Quack quack
The mountain is singing lullabyes and
dancing in the sun

My Night Song
I hear the wind gushing
I hear the moon talking
I hear the raindrops
I hear a train talking

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am rainbow
Like flowers
When I sleep

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like shshshsh and drop drop
And gushes of wind
I see black clouds and raindrops
In the rain, I like to catch raindrops in my mouth
I feel cozy in the rain

I am pink
Like a moon
When I eat
I am a rainbow
Like butterflies
When I play

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Eggs-fun
Easter-good
School-fun
Bees-fun
Flowers-quiet
It’s spring when winter falls down
It sounds like fun in the water and air

A Night Adventure
Dear Haley,
Come with me to a candy and toy hunt
You will need to bring a big bucket so we can
Carry the things we find
We will see obstacle courses that we will do
We will hear bird songs
Maybe we will eat pizza after

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a heart full of smiles and fun
And a teardrop falling from a smile
And a smile falling from a bee
You are as fun as bees
A thunderbolt falling
As beautiful as a soul
You are fun

My Jumbly Poem
A pinky paper
Blue skies
An owl is waiting to see the sky blue
An owl waits to eat a feast
With his friends from the east
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Jasiah Robinson

Ryan Romanovsky

My Delight Song
I am a crab and I am biting people’s feet
I am a shark boxing people
I am rain
I am summer
I am God and I like Bible study
I am a circle

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
I don’t know
It sounds like happiness

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a pumpkin
And a fireball
And a baseball
You are a lego and an egg
You are as roly poly as a basketball
You are a golden bouncy ball

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a gray rock
I think the mountain is a black boot
Maybe the mountain is a hat for a clown
Or the mountain is a cat’s claw
On the mountain, there is snow and ice

My Wandering Poem
I wandered loud as a donkey
I saw a donkey
It was as big as a monkey
And as loud as a… donkey
It was as sad as a bird
He ho he ho
The donkey jumped in the sky

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a moon
When I sing
I am black
Like a tree
When I jump

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a donkey
When I hop

I am yellow
Like a sky
When I sleep

I am blue
Like a dog
When I cry

A Night Adventure
Dear Pennywise,
Come with me to the Dominican Republic
You will need to swim
We will see turkeys and ducks
We will hear splashes
Maybe we will have a good time

I am golden
Like a monkey
When I am quiet
A Night Adventure
Dear Nina and Mom and Dad,
Come on an adventure with me
You will need food, juice, a hat, a scarf,
Mittens, a coat, and a jacket
We will see an owl and a wolf, trees,
Cats, dogs, and houses
We will hear wolves, cats, dogs and people
Maybe we will eat hot pizza in the woods

My Jumbly Poem
A feast is here for today
I swim in the sea
I am green
I eat dumplings
I have a moony song
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Charlie Ryan

Hugo Torres

My Delight Song
I am a dancing scorpion
I am a baby elephant
I am a snowy morning

My Night Song
I hear a tornado eating
I hear the Flash fighting
I hear a flood taking a home
I hear a dragon breathing fire

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like water drops,
a waterfall and a snake
I see the vapor and the earth
In the rain, I like to play and jump in the puddles
I feel like dancing in the rain

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a dog
I saw a rat as fat as Danny
It was as black as a crayon
And as weird as a hurricane
He sniffed and sniffed
He was big

My Wandering Poem
I wandered silly as a monkey
I saw a pig
It was as pink as flower and as loud as a speaker
It jumped and rolled
It played in the mud

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is pizza chips
I think the mountain is teeth
Maybe the mountain is stars
Or the mountain is ice cream cones

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a squirrel
When I sing

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like a tree
When I cry

I am gray
Like a raindrop
When I crawl

I am red
Like a sun
When I hug

I am pink
Like a shell
When I am quiet

I am green
Like a sky
When I sing

A Night Adventure
Dear Mom,
Come with me to the forest
You will need food, drinks and a phone
We will see a pink owl and a nice wolf
We will hear a fox and birds
Maybe we will have fun playing tag
And finding owls

My Jumbly Poem
Pinky paper
It hit his friend
He rips the paper
And he drops it in the garbage
A storm
He runs home
Wants to sleep

My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey
Swims in a blue sea
On a stormy day he has a feast
His friends are a hive of silvery bees
They all sing a moony song
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Jacob Torres

Martin Wasif

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like drip drop and shhhh
And drip drip drip
I see lots of rain and black clouds
In the rain, I like to jump in puddles and run
I feel cotton candy in the rain

My Night Song
I hear rain
I hear a loud noise
I hear the wind outside
Ode to the Circle
O, you are cherry cotton candy
And a bear
Running in a circle

My Wandering Poem
I wandered mad as a t-rex
I saw a huge t-rex in the woods
It was as huge as a building
And as fast as a cheetah
It ate buildings and people screamed, “Ahhh!”
The t-rex went in a rocket ship
And went in space and ate planets

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is chocolate ice cream
I think the mountain is pepperoni and cheese
pizza
Maybe the mountain is snow
Or the mountain is a house for somebody
On the mountain is snow, ice and rocks

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a dinosaur with sharp
teeth
I think the mountain is a snowy mountain with
ice cream
Maybe the mountain is a tiger shark with
rainbows
Or the mountain is a fat bear with golden fur
On the mountain, there is snow

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a bear
When I eat
I am green
Like a moon
When I run

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am dinosaur golden
Like a bear
When I run

I am gold
Like the night
When I read

I am gold
Like a diamond
When I scream

A Night Adventure
Dear Pop,
Come with me to the zoo
You will need water, food, and a phone
We will see a bear
We will hear roar!

I am a golden rock
Like gold treasure
When I laugh

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day, friends eat dumplings
A feast!
Green
A hive of silvery bees
An owl
Green dumplings
On a stormy day

My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey and a moony song
Monkey friends
a blue sea
and a stormy day
dumplings
a hive of silvery bees
green pinky paper
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Danny Zenteno

Julie Ramirez

My Delight Song
I am a dragon eating
I am a frog hopping
I am the sun
I am winter

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like lightning and I see clouds
And it sounds like water
I see rain dropping and I see thunder
In the rain, I like to play with the water and
I go home after playing
I feel water in the rain

Ode to the Circle
O, you are delicious cotton candy
And a ball of fire
And an ice ball
You are as round as a donut
A circular cookie
You are sweet

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is sunny
People can play in the park or at the beach
Or at holiday camp if you sign up
You can go to the backyard to play with your
sister
Or your brother
It’s spring when you go outside
to play with your brother
If he wants to
It sounds like tip tip

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is squishy as a flower
I think the mountain is tasty as cotton candy
Maybe the mountain is colorful
Or the mountain is relaxing
On the mountain, it’s as bright
As a star

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an orange that everybody buys
You’re healthy
And good for everybody
You are as sweet as an orange
You are as sour as an orange
You are sweet and sour

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like a tree
When I speak
I am gold
Like a star
When I play

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is ice cream cones
I think the mountain is rainbow colors
Maybe the mountain is pizza slices
Or the mountain is a star ship
I think there is snow on the top and the bottom
A lot of snow

I am gold
Like the moon
When I run
My Jumbly Poem
I see a blue lovely sky that
Looks like cotton candy
The sea is blue
A lovely monkey is crazy

A Night Adventure
Dear Candy,
Come with me to the beach
It’s fun
You will need snacks and a towel to eat on
We will see toys at the beach and bubbles
Bubbles are fun because you can blow them
We will hear birds at the beach
Maybe we will have fun because
there are rides and there is food
It’s good
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Ms. Parente’s Class
The Poetry Room
In the poetry room, sometimes we rhyme
But not all the time
Red flowers are all over the floor
We play with lovely letters
The walls are silver, gold and hot pink
The couch is sky blue
It sounds like nature in here
Like words
Like a fox’s howl
A butterfly’s flutter
A bear’s roar
A penguin’s squawk
A bee’s buzz
It smells like chicken, tacos, and a green meadow
Words, words, words
It tastes like rhyming cotton candy
And a heavenly hot pocket
We lick ice cream
Kids drive parents crazy
Dads cook breakfast sandwiches and cheeseburgers
But they are lazy
Moms are scary when they lose their phones
But they work really hard and we love them
They need a break
We give them a pillow
In the corner, VecMan stretches and stretches
It’s raining words in here, wet and stormy
But it’s snowing outside
Is it Christmas?
The light above looks like the sun
Inside here is the memory of our trip to the salt marsh
We saw mussels black as pants, black as night
We are scientists and policemen and firefighters and taco men
We dream about being eleven
And being a baby again
And being LeBron James
In another
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Our Delight Song
We are brown, peach bunnies
hopping on the grass
We are brown worms
flying in the clouds
We are snow
We are all the seasons
We are mountains
We play
We climb mountains
We are tacos
We are the city
Brooklyn
Brooklyn is the place where we live and love
Brooklyn looks like a pretty woman and smells like flowers
Brooklyn has dark blue eyes and purple nails
Brooklyn tastes like tasty tacos and sounds like
the wind and music and birds chirping
Brooklyn loves flowers, toys and slushies
She loves to get pet like a dog
Brooklyn feels like a soft pillow
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I have happiness
I am my own island
Squishy Spring Poem
It’s spring when the world is
Sun-beautiful
Leaves-good
Rooster-fun
Flowers-successful
Eggs-delicious
Farm-beautiful
It’s spring when the sun goes sss
And makes you hot
The wind goes whooo
Puddles go splash
Crazy
Yay!
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Ms. Parente

Anthony Carrero

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day, an owl
flew to my window and
hooted at me
We seemed to be blue
as he flew away
to the sea

My Delight Song
I am a jaguar, running
I am a worm, eating
I am rain
I am summer and I take my shirt off
I am a cube, red
My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where I live
Brooklyn looks like a person and smells like
A burrito
Brooklyn has blue eyes and purple nails
Brooklyn tastes like tasty tacos and sounds like
A glass shattering
Brooklyn loves to sing lullabies and loves to
Dance the tango
She feels like she is in a happy world
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
It’s a beautiful morning!

Leevi Barnes
My Delight Song
I am a crab walking
I am a lion roaring
I am cold
I am winter
And red
My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where I live
Brooklyn looks like a pretty woman and smells
like garbage
Brooklyn has green eyes and sounds like trains
Brooklyn tastes like Carl’s Jr. and sounds like
cars
Brooklyn loves me and loves to hug
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says
hello to me

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a balloon, a police badge,
A ball, the sun, hair, a moon, a globe,
An orange, and an egg
I want to eat you
You are bald
My Wandering Poem
I wandered bored as school
I saw a family
It was as big as a burger
and as happy as a pack of dogs
It was walking
Kids and grownups were laughing
Seeing them made me joyful

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a ball with a big head
You are an apple that tastes juicy
You are a red clock
You are as rolly as a roller skate
And yellow as the sun
Tell me the time
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is ice cream cones
I think the mountain is dinosaur teeth
Maybe the mountain is a triangle building
Or the mountain is a big boulder
On the mountain is a big fat waffle

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
With my friends
We saw steaming dumplings
They were blue
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Amir Faraa

Yoel Garcia

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a green ball
And an apple
An a scrambled egg
You are funny as a zebra
And big as a dog
You are blue

My Delight Song
I am a cat eating fish and a hippo in the water
I am snow and I am winter
I am a treehouse and a blue crescent
My Wandering Poem
I wandered cheerful as a cat
I saw Bonnie
She was as colorful as a butterfly
And as swift as a bee
She was quiet as a mouse

My Wandering Poem
I wandered sad as the rain
I saw a yellow bird
It was as yellow as an egg
And as little as a zero
It was singing and fast
Alert
Excited
Care free

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is shark fins
I think the mountain is sun rays
Maybe the mountain is traps for bears
Or the mountain is orange popsicles
On the mountain, I see a lot of snow

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is bananas
I think the mountain is snake teeth
Maybe the mountain is just a mountain
Or the mountain is a porcupine
On the mountain is snow
I like the snow
It is white as paper

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am black
Like a shell
When I walk
I am white
Like a tree
When I run

A Night Adventure
Dear Adam,
Come with me to Africa
You will need food
We will see animals
And castles
We will hear wolves

I am blue
Like the moon
When I cry
A Night Adventure
Dear Tisa,
Come with me to Coney Island
You will need money
We will see roller coasters
And lots of people
We will hear screams
Maybe we will be screaming, too

My Jumbly Poem
Friends
Have
A feast
On a stormy day

My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey
Had a feast
With friends at sea
On a stormy day
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Irene Hernandez
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is bear traps
I think the mountain is shark fins
Maybe the mountain is cherry popsicles
Or the mountain is a snake
On the mountain is grass
Water

My Delight Song
I am a horse running like a dog
I am a butterfly playing on the flowers
I am snow falling down from the clouds
I am fall turning green trees to orange
My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where I live
Brooklyn looks like big buildings and smells like
A lot of foods
Brooklyn has dark blue eyes and colored houses
Brooklyn tastes like the best pizza and sounds
like loud trucks
Brooklyn loves music and loves to dance
She feels happy
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I’m cool

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like a heart
When I hug
I am purple
Like a moon
When I read books
I am green
Like a leaf
When I dance

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like splash and like a lizard
I hear thunder
I see lightning and black clouds
In the rain, I like to wear a yellow raincoat
And play in the mud
I fee happy in the rain

I am red
Like a dress
When I play
I am blue
Like the sky
When I cry

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Insects-delicious, chickens-lovely,
Allergies-great, Roosters-nice
It sounds like shhh from the rain
You get wet

A Night Adventure
Dear Nicky,
Come with me to the carnival
You will need a clown suit
We will see cotton candy
And an elephant
We will hear an owl

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a globe
You are a circle and you can spin around
You are as colorful as a rainbow
And blue as the school backboard
You show me the world
My Wandering Poem
I wandered lonely as a fish
I saw a lizard
It was as green as an apple
And as small as a ladybug
It ran fast and went vroom
Like a motorcycle
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am white
Like snow
When I am clean

Muhannad Kassim
My Delight Song
I am a black camel jumping in the gym
I am a pink panda hopping outside of the house
I am snow and I play
I am summer and I ride my bike
I am the beach and I swim
I am a triangle
Red

I am purple
Like a tree
When I sway
I am gold
Like a drum
When I make music

My Night Song
I hear my toys having a party
I hear butterflies outside my window
I hear my baby sister crying
I hear my mom cooking

I am yellow
Like pineapples
When I eat

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like boom and boom
And boom
I see dirty water and mud
In the rain, I like to play in mud and
Jumping puddles
I feel happy in the rain

I am orange
Like a sunset
When I am hot
A Night Adventure
Dear sister,
Come with me to the beach
You will need eight toys and a bike
We will see sand and water and rides
We will hear music
Maybe we will try all the rides

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a red basketball
And a green apple
And an octopus
You are a big brain
A blue balloon
A red pillow

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
With my friends
We ate delicious dumplings

My Wandering Poem
I wandered funny as a clown
I saw birds
They were as white as a cloud
As chirpy as crickets
They flew and went high
They went away
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is shark fins
I think the mountain is bear traps
Maybe the mountain is a triple M
Or the mountain is an ice cream sundae
On the mountain, I see the sky
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a flower
I saw nature
It was as red as an apple
And as a random as a head

Zyien Odwin
My Delight Song
I am a cheetah running in a field
I am a zebra running in the sky
I am cold, I blow in the wind
I am summer on the beach

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a fence
I think the mountain is a lime lollipop
Maybe the mountain is carrots
Or the mountain is a triple M
On the mountain, I walk

My Night Song
I hear leaves falling off the trees
I hear the wind blowing
I hear my fingers singing
I hear the door talking

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like a pig
When I walk (I get sleepy)

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where we live
Brooklyn looks like a city and smells like flowers
Brooklyn has different buildings and houses
Brooklyn tastes like bacon
and sounds like nature
Brooklyn loves me and loves to help the
environment
She feels like a pillow
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I want tacos

I am green
Like grass
When I sing (I get happy)
I am red
Like an apple
When I dance and sing

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like boom and splash and whoosh
I see water and lightning
In the rain, I like to jump in puddles and
Play Minecraft on PS4
I feel happy in the rain

I am yellow
Like a lemon
When I walk sleepily
I am orange
Like an orange
When I play

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Flowers-sweet
Birds-gray
Trees-black
Hiking-fun
Sleep
It sounds like rain splash

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat a bee
In a tree
I would eat a book
No matter how long it took
A Night Adventure
Dear Rose,
Come with me to the store
You will need a list
We will see groceries
And a manager
We will hear people
Maybe we will buy milk and dog food

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a pink elephant,
A moon crater and a carousel
You are as round as a ball
And a bubble
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a bear
I saw a bunny
It was as hungry as a bear
And superfast, like a cheetah
It ran to the woods

Brandon Ortega
My Delight Song
I am a lion climbing
I am a gorilla banging my chest
I am spring, full of flowers
I am a rainbow

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is bear traps
I think the mountain is lollipops
Maybe the mountain is dinosaur teeth
Or the mountain is sun rays
On the mountain, snow

My Night Song
I hear snoring
I hear the window shaking
I hear my toys talking
I hear my shoes dancing

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like a star
When I jump

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where we live
Brooklyn looks like home and smells like leaves
Brooklyn has many eyes and people
Brooklyn tastes like cheeseburgers and sounds
like birds chirping
Brooklyn loves me and loves to help the
environment
She feels like love

I am red
Like outer space
When I dance
I am violet
Like a diamond
When I scream

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like tapping and hard water
And thunder giving electricity
I see kids playing and splashing in puddles
In the rain, I like to play in the puddles and
The plants need water
I feel happy in the rain

I am green
Like the ocean
When I sleep
I am brown
Like a bear
When I run

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Bees-good, chickens-handsome,
People-beautiful and Easter-pretty
It sounds like chirp chirp chirp

My Jumbly Poem
Lovely monkey
And a hive of silvery bees
On a stormy day
Ate dumplings
On pinky paper

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a blue balloon
And you go up to the moon
You can pop
You are as high as the sky
Full of air from the tank
You need a string
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a squirrel
I saw an acorn
It was as brown as a tree
And as round as a circle
It was rolling and rolling away
I threw it away

Omar Ortega Jr.
My Delight Song
I am a red eagle flying to the West
I am a green horse on a farm, running
I am Friday
I am snowing
I am fall
I play with leaves
I am water
I am a rectangle, green, and red

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a triangle
Maybe the mountain is chocolate ice cream
cones
Or the mountain is a dragon
On the mountain, there are hikers climbing

My Night Song
I hear people sounds
I hear birds chirping
I hear a baby wolf howling
I hear my house talking

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a car
When I run

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like splash and splish and poosh
I see big puddles and blue
In the rain, I like to watch the rain
The rain helps the plants grow
I feel drops in the rain

I am green
Like a beanbag
When I walk

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is sunny and bright
It sounds like ssss
It is full of birds
It sounds like chirp chirp
It’s spring when we have fun
It sounds like yay yay yay

I am yellow
Like a flower
When I drink

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an egg
And an apple
And a marshmallow
You are the moon lighting the nighttime
A red moon
You make me happy

I am purple
Like a butterfly
When I fly

I am blue
like a ball
When I bounce

A Night Adventure
Dear dogs,
Come with me to Hamburger Land
You will need a car
We will see a battle of hamburger people
We will hear a big drum
Maybe we will see my friends
My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
I saw a lovely monkey
Juggling green bananas
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Ausencio Ramirez

Julie Ramirez

My Delight Song
I am a cute panda and I like to be cute
I am a worm and I like wiggling
I am snow and I am cold
I am summer and I am hot

My Delight Song
I am a tiger sleeping like a baby
I am a dinosaur eating grass from the top of the
tree
I am sunny skies peeking during the day
I am fall knocking off leaves from the trees
I am a rainbow color

My Night Song
I hear my clock
I hear cars beeping
I hear my door talk
I hear a cute panda

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where we live
Brooklyn looks like a beach and smells like sand
Brooklyn has many pink eyes and people with
blue eyes
Brooklyn tastes like French fries and sounds like
music
Brooklyn loves me and Shake Shack and
Loves to help the environment
She feels like peace
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I love people in the best place in the world

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where people live
Brooklyn looks like a pretty planet and smells
like perfume
Brooklyn has blue eyes and yellow hair
Brooklyn tastes like the wind and sounds like
music
Brooklyn loves us and loves to take care of us
She feels like soft pillows
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I have happiness on me

My Night Song
I hear a song outside
I hear my clock ticking
I hear trees singing
I heat my sister playing on her phone
My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a bunny
I saw a chirping bird
It was as silly as a snake
And as joyful as Santa
It was giving presents and giving joy
To the animals
I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a squirrel
When I sing
I am purple
Like raindrops
When I am quiet
I am red
Like a star
When I whisper
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a wall
When I am mad

Nicolas Rodriguez
My Delight Song
I am a red chicken eating tacos
I am a blue and red striped zebra driving to Taco
Land
I am snow
I am summer
I am a red square
I am a big tree

I am blue
Like the sky
When I am sad
I am gold
Like a pencil
When I write

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like thunder and clap clap
And boom boom
I see baby rain and lightning
In the rain, I like to jump in puddles and
Run through them
I feel super wet in the rain

I am orange
Like a diamond
When I am happy
I am green
Like grass
When I grow

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is full of birds
Who go chirp chirp
It has bees
Who go buzz buzz buzz
It’s spring when flowers make me sneeze
It sounds like achoo and fun

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat a taco
Made out of a crow
I would throw it around the room
I’d go from room to room

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a ferris wheel and the sun
You are a blue apple
Fast as a raccoon
Hot as a heater
And sweet as Skittles

A Night Adventure
Dear ten dogs,
Come with me to Candy Land
You will need a rocket ship and a compass
And a map
We will see candy and hot dogs
And the moon
We will hear a candy car
Maybe we will ride on the candy roller coasters

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a flower
I saw the sun
It was as yellow as butter
And as round as the letter O
It is hot and burns

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
I feel blue
Like a deflated balloon

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is the letter N
I think the mountain is the letter W
Maybe the mountain is a big slide
Or the mountain is a toy
On the mountain, I see snow
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a flower
I saw a butterfly
It was as pink as a daisy
And as purple as a basket
She was dancing and singing
She was pretty
Her favorite food is flowers!

Jalaysia Vasquez
My Delight Song
I am a pink bunny playing rock music
I am a little black dog playing the guitar
I am sunshine
I am summer
I go to the beach
I am a pink flower, very pretty
I am a cute circle

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like a flower
When I am happy

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
Flowers
Dancing deer, what do you dream?
I dream of making music
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
Because I am silly
Tall tree, what do you wish for?
I want to be a flower

I am purple
Like a butterfly
When I fly
I am teal
Like water
When I splash

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where I live and love
Brooklyn looks like a pretty flower
Brooklyn has pink eyes
Brooklyn tastes like flowers
She sounds like people and cars
Brooklyn loves me and loves to get money
She feels like happiness
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
Hello

I am gold
Like money
When I spend it
I am blue
Like a ball
When I bounce

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like lightning and whoosh
And splash
I see puddles and clouds
In the rain, I like to play in the puddles
In my pink rain boots
I feel wet in the rain

A Night Adventure
Dear Mom,
Come with me to the park
You will need food and a picnic blanket
We will see stars and the moon and clouds
We will hear loud noises
Maybe we will play on the slide
And the swings
And with my jump rope

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an apple
And an orange
You are a pink ball and I like to play with you
You are a white bird’s egg, crack, tweet, chirp
chirp
You wiggle around
You are a bird flying

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
We made a feast
With delicious pizza
And McDonald’s
And soda
And then we were full
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Ms. Sigler’s Class
The Poetry Room
In the poetry room, the earth goes and goes
There are no paragraphs in here
Only stanzas
There are goldfish in a beautiful, big bowl
The walls and floors are silver
The couch is red like lava
A black and white cat purrs on the couch
Look at our rainbow chairs!
We’re rhyming
With perfect timing
There is a storm outside
Boom! Boom! Crash!
But in here our mommies sing us songs
And say our names nicely
It smells like smoke and candy
It’s sweet like frosting and crispy carrots
Inside of this room there’s love and niceness,
chinchillas and bunnies all round
Meerkats meow
Dogs bark
A giraffe eats baby leaves in a corner
There is a unicorn on the roof!
Ms. Sigler eats broccoli while petting guinea pig
Cardi B and Nikki Minja sing us songs
Our fathers are working on their computers
Our mommies cook pepper soup, tacos, and spaghetti
We’re helping in our Easy Bake ovens
We make sunny words
It’s like we’re in Florida or Virginia
or Chelsea Piers
Inside of this room are our memories of getting our first fluffy hamster and our first bunny and that time
we went to Sky Zone for two hours
We remember eating sand and playing with our best cousins and having our brothers press our belly
buttons
We are cashiers and body builders and police officers and doctors for kids and ninjas
We are everything creative
We are stripes
We are stars
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Our Delight Song
We are spotty cheetahs prancing in the woods
We are blue jaguars hunting for food
We are snow
Snow angels
Snow men
We are all the seasons
We are insects
eating leaves
biting
crawling
We are golden stars
shining in the night
Brooklyn
Brooklyn is the place where you can live
She looks like happiness, a baby dog
She smells like flowers, fun, and food
Brooklyn has blue eyes with white lashes
She wears a pink and white dress
Brooklyn tastes like sugar, broccoli, and heaven
She sounds like cars beeping and the ocean
Brooklyn loves people and candy and loves to swim
She feels like soft cotton candy
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says, Hello
Squishy Spring Poem
It's spring when the world is
rain-delicious
beach-awesome
tag-cool
soccer-fun
and ocean-sparkling
It's spring when we pick flowers and collect worms
Spring sounds like tweet-positive
vacation-great
Hee hee hee!
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like the ocean
When I cry

Justin Brathwaite
My Delight Song
I am white
I am drifting from a cactus
I am a black horse prancing in the woods
I am the rain that lets the flowers grow

I am yellow
Like a star
When I am happy

My Night Song
I hear the cold wind blow
I want to hear the wind singing

I am gray
Like a storm
When I put on a tantrum

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Tag-awesome and beach-perfect
The rain is super impressive
We clean up the leaves
Scooter-fun!
It’s spring when I go outside
And walk around
It sounds like birds chirping

I am green
Like grass
When I am calm
I am black
Like a panther
When I am fierce
My Jumbly Poem
Two blue owls on a stormy day
Fly in the cold
Fearsome creatures in the
Wild wilderness
Lurk in the darkness

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a marble with orange inside
Inside is glass and water
You are a small, little crumb
You look like the letter O
You are broccoli and cauliflower
You are trees in my mouth
My Wandering Poem
I wandered as happy as a lion
I saw a butterfly
It was as red as a stop sign
And as green as a green light
It was really big and its wings were too
It flew away as fast as my eyes could blink
I said goodbye
And I went on with my walk
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a land of happiness
I think the mountain is a big star shining in the
night
Maybe the mountain is an island
Or the mountain is a secret
On the mountain, I am
Wondering where it came from
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Aaliyah Burke
My Jumbly Poem
Elan and Oscar eat dumplings on pinky papers
They are friends
Both like the color blue
On a stormy day they played inside
After eating a feast
Then a moony song played
An owl hooted
A hive of silvery bees buzzed outside in the
storm
And the sea splashed

My Delight Song
I am a blue jaguar hunting in the night
I am a black and white panda in the dawn
I am spring
The weather is warm
I am spring and warm when the birds sing
I am a baby cat in the woods and I’m wild
I like pink
My favorite shape is a stone
Gleaming in the night
My Question Poem
Big butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish for a lot of pollen and sunflower seeds
I want to be smart
Delicate deer, what do you dream?
No one eats me or kills me
No one hunts me
Smart, silly and sweet spider, why are you
laughing?
I caught a fly in my net
It blew into my web from the wind
Tall, twisted tree, what do you wish?
I wish they will not cut me down
I want to live!
Ode to the Circle
O, you are a cracker
And a marble
And half an eight
You are as minty as a mento
You’re a button for my little dog’s shirt
You are cute
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a snowball
I think the mountain is a kitten
Maybe the mountain is the moon
Or the mountain is a little bell on a string
On the mountain is a unicorn
With a bunny on its back
Riding it
I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am magenta
Like a lily
When I dream to the clouds
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Juan Cielo

Jenna Ferguson

My Wandering Poem
I wandered excited as a baby worm
I saw a baby puppy
It was white as a crayon
And as little as a donut
It played and played with me

My Delight Song
I am a black and white panther cub
I am sitting by my mother
Drinking my mother’s milk
I am snow and spring
I am a ballerina doing ballerina things
I am a berry bush and a golden glittery star
I am the blue ocean

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am golden
Like a banana
When I go into school

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where dreams come true
Brooklyn looks like the night sky and smells like
The pollen of flowers
Brooklyn has bluish, greenish eyes and
Some lipstick on her mouth
Brooklyn tastes like cotton candy and sounds
like birds tweeting
Brooklyn loves to wear polka dot dresses and
loves to twirl in her polka dot dress
She feels like dry, clean sand
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I feel like a bird in the sky

I am gold
Like a juice
When I am in the ocean
I am silver
Like an apple
When I look at a star
My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey is so cute
My favorite color is blue
I love a pinky paper
My family and I eat a feast
I see the sea
I see an owl

My Wandering Poem
I wandered as brave as a lion
I saw a worm
It was as rolly as a rolly polly
And as cute as a baby kitten
It looked at me and smiled
It was the color of caramel
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a popsicle
I think the mountain is a gray and white
popsicle
Maybe the mountain is a gray and white yeti
Or the mountain is a half of a star
On the mountain, there’s a big ice dragon
With a baby ice dragon in a cave
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am the color of blue
Like the sky
When I swim

Maryam Ghuman
My Delight Song
I am a black and white tiger
roaring as the sun is setting
I am a brown bird looking for my prey
And singing
I am a blizzard tiger
I am a cold season
I like to play in the cold season
I am a red and white fox playing in the park
I like the park
I am a circle
I love blue

I am the color of green
Like the grass
When I smell the flowers
I am the color of red
Like the sunset
When I dance like a ballerina
A Night Adventure
Dear Tvonna,
Come with me to Hawaii
You will need clothes, a swimsuit,
and sunglasses
We will see a starfish in the ocean
And dolphins
Maybe we will see each other on summer
vacation

My Night Song
I hear my mom and dad talking
I hear the wind buzzing
I hear my book talking
I hear my brain singing and dancing
And having a party!
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like someone taking a bath and
A thunder strike and a donkey
I see a monkey and a lot of horses
In the rain, I like to jump and throw water on
people
I feel a little happy in the rain

My Jumbly Poem
A hive of silvery bees went buzzing though the
forest
Thinking pinky paper
Was a flower
Looking for pollen
They found that the pinky paper
was not a flower
Then they went home and had a feast

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is good fun
Fruits-blooming
School-cool
Fish-lovely
Flowers-sparkling
Leaves-pretty
Snakes-handsome
Vacation-great!
It’s spring when we play
It sounds surprising
Like oceans
Ode to the Circle
O, you are a yummy pretzel
And I want to eat you
You are a hair tie
Can you tie my hair please?
You are as yellow as the sun
A hideous beast
You are so nice
Thank you for tying my hair
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a rainbow
I saw a cat
It was as black and white as a panda
And as beautiful as a horse
It was happy and soft

Oscar Grano
My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I want a beautiful figit spinner
Dancing deer, what do you dream?
I dream I am dancing
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
I am a silly spider
Tall tree, what do you wish?
I wish I can grow taller

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is half a star
I think the mountain is a beautiful feather
Maybe the mountain is a fun fun party
Or the mountain is flowers and flowers
I feel happy on the mountain

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like splash splash and
Splash drop drop drop and
Splash splash drop drop
I see water drops and lots of water ponds
In the rain, I like to jump in the water and
Catch a raindrop on my tongue
I feel cold water in the rain

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gray
Like a ribbon
When I dance
I am blue
Like the sky
When I laugh

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is lots of fun
You can have lots of fun outside your house
Or in your own house’s backyard
It’s spring when I go outside and play soccer
If you are in the park, it sounds like,
Kick it to me, Dad

A Night Adventure
Dear Owl,
Come with me to the forest
You will need food and masks
We will see stars and animals
We will hear animals prancing
Maybe we will go to a party
At the party we will dance
And eat cake

My Wandering Poem
I wandered like a plant with a small wheel
I saw a big t-rex dinosaur
It was really big
As big as a hotel or an apartment
It reached up up up up up up
To the clouds
So high

Jumbly Poem
An owl with gray eyes
On a stormy day
Had a feast with his friends
He eats dumplings

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a bird’s mouth opening
I think the mountain is a bird’s big beak
Maybe the mountain is an upside down M
Or the mountain is a bird eating a big worm
It is like a big mouth that is sticking out its
tongue
It is trying to eat lots and lots of the best
yummy snack
I wish I was hiking and got to
The top of the mountain

My Morning Poem
In the morning I wake up
I hate waking up
But it feels like I will have a good day
I am as happy as a horse
I prance
I smell my food
Hmmm
My food smells good
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I Am the Kaleidoscope
I am a big red apple
And a red swing
When I run I look like gold

Aysulu Kalmakova
My Delight Song
I am a blue horse galloping in the grass
I am a hawk flying freely
I am summer
I swim in the waves
I am a golden tiger hunting for food

I am a silver spider
And a real gold spider
When I run I slide down

My Night Song
I hear cars making sounds!
I hear my kitchen making pancakes
I hear a door moving by itself
I hear my pillow singing

A Night Adventure
Dear Dad,
Come with me to Mexico
You will need clothes and more clothes
We will see different places and grocers
And different types of camps in Mexico
We will hear different animals in the camps
Maybe we will visit our families
Go to the camps
Have a picnic and
Play soccer with my cousin, Jordan

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish to be more beautiful than any butterfly
Tall tree, what do you wish?
I wish for more branches so I can breathe
Magic moon, what do you wish?
I wish it would never, never, ever be dark
outside

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
Bam! Bam! The thunder went
The dumplings ran
Grrrr! Went the dumplings
They are at the top of the mountain

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where we live
Brooklyn looks like a beautiful home and
Smells like daisies
Brooklyn has light blue eyes and a beautiful
dress
Brooklyn tastes like a muffin and sounds like the
ocean
Brooklyn loves everyone and loves to stay at
her home
She feels like a soft pillow
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I love myself

My Morning Poem
In the morning I eat dinner
I also play Xbox in the morning
I can smell some really good pancakes
It feels hot and squishy and smooth
I am a flying cloud and a superhero
I like Mexico
Someday I will be rich!

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Fruit-fantastic
Butterfly-beautiful
Spring-sweet
Ocean-pretty
Clouds-tasty
It’s spring when flowers are blooming
It sounds like birds chirping
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Ode to the Circle
O, you are an egg and a ring and a tire
You are as yummy as a cookie
And crunchy as a chip
You are a talking, walking cookie

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, a rat, and a bat
I would eat a mat and a hat
If the world was crazy, I’d wear one sock
and a clock
I would be crazy and lazy
If the world was crazy, I would eat a baby
And a lady
I would be a star and a car

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a bird eating a worm
I think the mountain is a cat’s ears with its hair
up
Maybe the mountain is a volcano
Or the mountain is a pointy pancake
On the mountain, there are
thousands and thousands of pancakes
I stay there and eat all of them

Jumbly Poem
Once there was an owl
He was chasing a hive of silvery bees with his
friends
The silvery bees remembered
We can sting them!
The silvery bees turned around and chased
them
The owls said, Oh oh
And they flew away

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a ninja
When I sneak
I am blue
Like the ocean
When I am quiet
I am white
Like a star
When I read
I am silver
Like metal
When I sleep
I am black
Like the night
When I eat
A Night Adventure
Dear Mom and Aktilek,
Come with me to go camping
You will need a flashlight
We will see a lake
And a tent
We will hear an owl
Maybe we will stay camping forever
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a flower
When I dance

Emiya Leavy-Decaro
My Delight Song
I am a black and gold dog eating food
I am tiger playing with her brother
I am summer and fall
I swim in the pool and play in the leaves
I am summer
I go to the beach and swim in the water
I am a pink and red tiger
Those are my favorite colors
My favorite place is the pizza place

I am gray
Like the moon
When I run
I am pink
Like a hug
When I read

My Night Song
I hear a wolf at night
I hear my dad snoring
I hear my shoes having a dance party
I hear my coat sing

I am silver
Like a dancer
When I am happy
I am brown
Like the sunshine
When I play and when I am happy

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a ball and a unicorn, a butterfly,
a snowball, a sun and a moon
You are as snowy as a snowball
You are a butterfly with a big wing

A Night Adventure
Dear Nelson,
Come with me to Walmart
You will need a book, a folder and a book bag
We will see things people need like books
And toys and a lot of glass things
We will buy a jacket, a hat and gloves
Maybe we will see a lot of toys and
Be so excited because we just
want a lot of the toys

My Wandering Poem
I wandered as happy as a puppy
I saw a butterfly
It was as red as a bumble bee wing
And as pretty as a unicorn
It danced all day
The butterfly ate lots of things and
The unicorn pranced a lot and had a party

Jumbly Poem
On a sunny day the sun looks like a moony sun
The moony sun sings a moony song
It starts like a pig
It is so cool
A unicorn can have wings if it wants to fly

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a fish fin and a butterfly
I think the mountain is a bird’s beak with a
worm and a rocket
Maybe the mountain is a flower and a book
Or the mountain is an upside-down M and a
cat’s ear
On the mountain are people having a snowball
fight
I see a lot of snow on the mountain
The people had pieces of snow
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like an apple
When I do my homework

Mikaela Livshyts
My Delight Song
I am a cat and I look like a cheetah
I am a cat singing in a microphone
I am a hot place
I am the twinkling sun on the beach
I like the circle in the sky

I am black and white
Like Inky
When I see her (she’s a cat)

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish for my wings to be all the colors of the
rainbow
Delicious deer, what do you dream?
I dream of running faster than a cheetah
Sweet spider, why are you laughing?
I’m laughing at the funny bug in my web
Tall tree, what do you wish?
I wish I could walk and run
Magic moon, what do you wish?
I wish to be a sun

I am spotty
Like my dog
When I hear him
I am orange and black
Like a tiger
When I hear him roar
I am round
Like a clock
When I hear it tick
A Night Adventure
Dear little hamster,
Come with me to the forest
You will need food and water
We will see animals and birds
We will hear some wind and night creatures
Maybe we will see beautiful baby birds
Like owls or robins
We might see mice and hedgehogs, too

Ode to the Circle
O, you are the number zero, the letter O,
A marble, an orange and a peach
An apple, a burger, a period and a pillow
You are a face and a button
A sun
A moon
You are a circle of happiness
My Wandering Poem
I wandered and saw a blooming flower
It was purple
It was as sweet as a kitten
And as beautiful as a rising tree
It was the sun, a twinkling star
It filled my heart with happiness!

My Jumbly Poem
A hive of silvery bees on a stormy day
Is in a blue sea eating dumplings
an owl on a stormy day is singing
a moony song
on a stormy day
there is a blue green sea
Dumplings are on a ship
and some pinky paper
There are dumplings in a tree

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a flying butterfly
I think the mountain is a tiger roaring
Maybe the mountain is a triangle flying in the
air
Or maybe the mountain is quarter or a flying
bird
Or a white rag in my house
On the mountain, I see a flower
Blooming with beauty
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Madison Lopez

Christopher Lucero

My Delight Song
I am a cat and I am playing
I am a black and white cat
I am summer
I am hot and nice
I am a cat’s purple heart in the woods

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Hot, fresh and a little windy
There is a cotton candy sun
In spring, it sounds like a bird singing
I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like an apple
When I am shy

My Night Song
I hear my cat scratch in the wall
I hear my kitten moving
I hear my cat meowing
I hear the food and want it
It’s pizza

I am blue
Like an ocean
When I am under the water

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like meow, meow, meow
I see cats and a horse
In the rain, I like to have party with cats
I feel my cat in the rain

I am green
Like a tree
When I am around the grass
I am yellow
Like sand
When I am in the sand

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a cat
I think the mountain is a kitten
It looks like a flower
It looks like a cat’s ears
On the mountain, there is a cat and me
We play and play
Then we go home and go to bed

I am gold
Like a camel
When I ride an camel
A Night Adventure
Dear Julian, Leo and Dad,
Come with me to Kid and Action
You will need money
We will see slides and ball pits
We will hear crazy people playing
Maybe we will go to the ball pit and
Maybe we will go to the slides

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am black and white
Like cats
When I meow
A Night Adventure
Dear Family,
Come with me to the beach
You will need lots of sunscreen
We will see water and food
We will hear the ocean
Maybe we will go on the rides
And get a tan

Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
There was an owl in his house
His house was so strong
When lightning hit his house
It was still up
When the storm went away
He had pizza with his friends

My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey on a stormy day
Has a feast and sings a moony song
While looking at a hive of silvery bees
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Maybe the mountain is a beautiful monster
On the mountain, there is a bird

Marwa Muharram
My Delight Song
I am a white and black cat playing in the park
I am a big panda shining in the sky
I am snowy weather, white
I am winter
I can make you happy
I am a zebra and flowers and a heart
I am purple and a park

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am light blue
Like a diamond
When I read
I am golden yellow
Like a ninja
When I laugh

My Night Song
I hear my brothers playing ball
I hear my mom and dad talking
I hear my cat jumping in the bed
I hear my envelope saying,
Open me! Open me!

I am silver
Like a sun
When I hug
I am white
Like a star
When I run

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where we love to live
Brooklyn looks like happiness and
Smells like cotton candy
Brooklyn has blue eyes, purplish, greenish
Brooklyn tastes like sour chips and sounds like
People talking
Brooklyn loves children and loves to play a lot
She feels like hard candy canes
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I love candy, yummy!

I am orange
Like a squirrel
When I scream
A Night Adventure
Dear Owl,
Come with me to the forest
You will need a microscope and water
We will see more beautiful owls like you and
Lots and lots of trees
We will hear owls hooting all around

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a purplish bluish period
And a black bun
And blue and pink cotton candy
You are a beautiful marble, a pink moon
A big planet and a piece of a pair of scissors
You are a beautiful circle

My Jumbly Poem
A sea is blue
The grass is green
And my table is green
Green is a beautiful color
My table caddy is green

My Wandering Poem
I wandered excited as a butterfly
I saw a cat on the street
It was as white and black as a zebra
And funny as a clown
It was nice and colorful
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is big and colorful.
I think the mountain is a tall house.
Or the mountain are clouds stuck together
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My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain looks like a butterfly
I think the mountain is a robin’s beak opening
The robin is eating
I am skiing on the mountain
And it looks like cat’s ears

Malon Narvaez
My Delight Song
I am a panda
I am a cheetah running in the meadow
I am snow bringing joy to kids
I am summer, singing bright in the night sky
I am a dog sleeping in the woods

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like fire
When I am mad

My Night Song
I hear the tv with cartoons
I hear the door squeaking
I hear clothes talking and yelling,
Come here, little girl, come here!
I hear faces on the floor and chickens clucking

I am gold
Like a gold brick
When I feel special

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like boom splash boom and
Pssh pong poom poom and splash banana
I see unicorns falling, cats and dogs,
and hamsters
In the rain, I like to jump at chickens
And eat French fries
I feel like a happy chicken in the rain

I am blue
Like a raindrop
When I am sad
I am silver
Like a sticker
When I am nervous
I am pink
Like an eraser
When I am happy

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Bunny-fun
Sun-cool
Tag and trees and dancing and stars
Ocean-good
Weee!
Sunshine, flies, bugs
Cool
It’s spring when I eat chicken
and have a block party
It sounds like tweet tweet

A Night Adventure
Dear Mom and Findy,
Come with me to Pennsylvania
and we can go to the house
You will need a flashlight and your phone
We will see a bear and a deer
But don’t touch the deer
We will see the neighbor’s old car
We will hear crickets and grasshoppers
Maybe we will take a walk
And go in our home
And put some stuff in our house
And say hi to the neighbors

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a bunny
I saw the ocean sparkling in the sun
It was as beautiful as the sun setting
And nice as a mouse
It was prancing and dancing
Like a pink butterfly

My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey jumbly
With his friends had a feast
On a silver buffet
It is good, I say, I feel can take a bite
But not today
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Rahshawn Rampersant

Sabina Rao

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like splash splash splash and
Dot dot dot dot dot and
Shhhhhhhhh
I see bananas
In the rain, I like to splash in puddles and
Get wet a lot
I feel raindrops on me in the rain

My Night Song
I hear my white cat banging on the window
So he can come and get his food
I hear my baby brother crying because
He had a nightmare
I hear my walls telling me the future
When I press a button
I hear my pillow singing me a song about
How it feels under my head

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a cat’s ears
I think the mountain is Candy Land
Maybe the mountain is a volcano
Or the mountain is a snowy cave
On the mountain there is a singing winter ape

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like unicorns playing tag and
Fairies trying to find their wands and
Thunder coming closer
I see raindrops falling and
Wet people going to their houses
In the rain, I like to drink hot chocolate and
Read scary books
I feel like an ocean in the rain

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like water
When I am wearing a jacket

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is warm and nice
Flowers-blooming
Butterflies-lovely
Fish-lovely
Squirrels-adorable
It’s spring when kids have fun
It sounds like wee!

I am red
Like fire
When I go crazy
A Night Adventure
Dear Patrick,
Come with me to the Bikini Bottom
You will need apples and you will need to
Be silent
You will need to do the SpongeBob laugh
We will hear SpongeBob
Maybe we will go in his ugly house and trash it
Throw everything around
Rip his couch

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an empty white plate
And the bottom of a lipstick
You are a pink, white and green flower
You are white as a snowman
My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a clown
I saw a butterfly
It was as pink as a flower
And as white as a cloud
It was flying in circles
Then it fell and I took it home
And I cared for it

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day
A lovely monkey
Was singing a moony song
With a green monkey friend
A pinky paper fell out of the sky
The monkey picked it up and
Put it in the water
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My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a blue and white
butterfly
I think the mountain is a red rocket
Maybe the mountain is a blue snowman
On the mountain, there are eagles looking for
food
On the mountain, there are clowns dancing in
circles

Sahir Rao

A Night Adventure
Dear Aunt Sabe,
Come with me to the Bronx Zoo
You will need to bring a coat and food
We will see lions and other animals
The animals will eat the food that you drop
We will hear lions roaring
Maybe we will see friendly lions and tigers
That won’t bite

My Night Song
I hear my dad snoring
I hear my family watching tv
I hear a tiger putting on make-up
I want to hear a cat flying in the night
Over the world

My Delight Song
I am a bear growing in the jungle
I am a blue cat, big and singing
I am white snow falling like a star
I am spring, like a flower
I am a big flower
I am a leaf flying over things
I am a big orange leaf

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like drip drop and
Splash drip drop
And a waterfall
I see rain falling and dancing in the air
In the rain, I like to not wear a jacket and
Always stay outside
I feel so hot in the rain

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat an almond nut
I would eat it in a hut
If the world was crazy, I’d wear a pizza crust
With a little dust
If the world was crazy, I’d walk my cat
In a cat
I would drink in a mug
That would have a rug

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Fruit-fantastic Sun-hot
Soccer-fun
Cloud-furry
And trees-tall
It’s spring when flowers are blooming
It sounds like raindrops

Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day three friends had a feast
There was delicious food
So they ate it all
After a little while, they noticed it was raining
They said they could drive in a car
They did
They always checked what the weather was
Before they had a feast

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a bird’s beak
I think the mountain is maybe a popsicle
Maybe the mountain is a pyramid
Or the mountain is cat’s ears
On the mountain is snow and trees
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like the sky
When I read

Emmi Reyes
My Delight Song
I am a white cat playing in the snow
I am a white fluffy dog sleeping
I am snow on a tree
I am winter
I play in the snow
I am a white tiger running in the jungle

I am yellow
Like the sun
When I run
I am silver
Like a diamond
When I walk

My Night Song
I hear the doors opening and closing
I hear feet going left and right
I hear a cat telling my future
I hear a tiger snoring

I am orange
Like a square
When I scream

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish for friends
Delicate deer, what do you dream?
Running in a field with flowers
Sweet spider, why are you laughing?
The dog is chasing his tail
Tall tree, what do you wish?
I wish I was an apple tree

I am pink
Like a flower
When I eat
A Night Adventure
Dear Family,
Come with me to the moon
You will need a rocket ship
We will see people on the moon
And we will live there forever
We will hear cars driving on the moon
Maybe we will make houses and a town
And a city

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where you can live
Brooklyn looks like a whole world and
Smells like happiness
Brooklyn has friendly eyes and friendly smiles
Brooklyn tastes like heaven and sounds like
People talking
Brooklyn loves family and loves to be nice
She feels happy
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
Hello, my friend

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat a dancing daisy
It would be so crazy
I would eat a house and a mouse
I would be so lazy if the world was crazy
I’d wear a tree and a bee
I would wear a baby and a lady

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a moon in space
A sun in the blue sky
A marble rolling in the deep
You are as nice as a puppy
And sweet as candy
You are a nice and sweet person

My Jumbly Poem
One day people went to sea with a bee
On the sea they have a lovely feast with a bee
A storm came
Everyone went inside the boat
Then the storm went away
The friends sang a moony song
And went to sleep
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered lazy as a cat
I saw the cat sleeping
It was as small as a kitten
And as cute as a puppy
It stretched and stretched
It was as white as snow

Devin Rong
Ode to the Circle
O, you are meat, meat, meat
Burgers, burgers, burgers
I eat them, I eat them
You are an O shape
A circle of meat
You are meat, I eat you, you’re a circle of meat

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a butterfly flying around
I think the mountain is a flower
Maybe the mountain is a cat’s ears
Or the mountain is a book ready to read
On the mountain is a mountain lion roaring

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like meat and smells like meat and
Tastes like meat
I see meat
And cheeseburgers
In the rain, I like to kill rain water with
umbrellas
I feel like beef in the rain

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a crown
When I am quiet

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am light gray
Like cats
When I meow

I am silver
Like the moon
When I whisper

I am orange and black
Like a tiger
When I meow and roar

I am blue
Like a raindrop
When I am crying

I am spotted white
Like Spotty, the puppy
When I bark

I am black
Like night
When I sleep

I am silver
Like moons
When I behave

I am yellow
Like a star
When I sing

A Night Adventure
Dear Daddy,
Come with me to Antarctica
You will need hats, scarves, and food
Like McDonalds, and heaters
We will see penguins, polar bears, fish,
Ice and snow
We will hear fish splashing, polar bears and
penguins
Maybe we will get a fever and die
Because the temperature is lower than one
degree

A Night Adventure
Dear Daddy,
Come with me to Target
You will need your phone and wallet
We will see the stuff we need
Toys and food!
We will hear people
Maybe we will buy toys and stuff
Also food!
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a cat
When I play

Adella Rosen
My Delight Song
I am a puppy playing with my bone
I am a nice teddy bear in the air
I am winter playing with snow
I am summer at the beach
Surfing in the summer heat
I am a hot, nice breeze
I am a heart

I am gold
Like a poem
When I am with Ms. Amina
A Night Adventure
Dear Ms. Amina,
Come with me to school and we will learn
You will need a book, a pencil and your book
bag
We will see Mrs. Sigler and Mrs. Hawkins and
me
And Malon, Jenna, Justin, Emmi, Ryan and
Madison
We will hear Mrs. Sigler talking about math and
ELA
Maybe we will learn about PBL, ELA, math,
writing, and art
We will eat lunch and write a poem and
Complete a math test

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where I dance
Brooklyn looks like love is in the air and
Smells like fun
Brooklyn has pink, blue and red eyes and hearts
Brooklyn tastes like school and sounds like a
poem
Brooklyn loves all of us and loves to dance
She feels like summer
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I wish to be the queen
My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is very squishy and hard
Add a red carpet and a bunny
Make it fun
Go to the beach
Relax
Enjoy the sun
It’s spring when you fly high
It sounds like a chicken party!
My Wandering Poem
I wandered sneaky as a fox
I saw a cloud in the air
It was as poetic as Ms. Amina
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is fun
I think the mountain is a poem
Maybe the mountain is a medium hill
Or the mountain is a cat’s ear
On the mountain, people are jumping
Up and down
Saying Ms. Amina, write a poem about
Malon and Adella, best friends
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William Silva

Elan Slobodsky

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where it is fun
Brooklyn looks like a happy place and smells like
ice cream
Brooklyn has rides, food and black and blue
lashes
Brooklyn tastes like ice cream and sounds like
knocking
Brooklyn loves people and loves to go on rides
She feels like she is in a happy place
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
Good morning, people, how are you doing?

My Delight Song
I am a golden cheetah hunting for food
I am a blue horse sleeping on a farm
I am winter and summer
I am playing with snow and swimming in a pool
I am a golden cheetah
and a star horse with blue skin
My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Fruit-fantastic Soccer-cool
Tag-awesome Bike riding-great
Beach-fun
Fish-funny
It sounds like drip drip

My Wandering Poem
I wandered as crazy as a bunny looking for food
I saw a lot of bunnies
There were twenty bunnies in the group
Green as a crayon and green like grass
A lot of bunnies were hungry
I fed them and then they were full

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a volcano
I think the mountain is fun and shy
Maybe the mountain is a fly
On the mountain, I see a funny monster
He looks funny because he has no eyes

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a big book
I think the mountain is a star
Maybe the mountain is a big big rocket ship
Or the mountain is chips
Or crates upside down
Or the mountain is a mountain
On the mountain is a lot of people
They see the town and sky and clouds

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like an apple
When I am happy
I am gold
Like a wrestler
When I am mad

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am black
Like a raindrop
When I read a book

I am white
Like a monster
When I run
I am blue
Like a clock
When I am normal

I am blue
Like a green leaf
When I chew

I am red
Like a clown
When I am sad

I am a blue star
And grass
When I am ready to play
I am a white cloud
And a diamond shining
When I sleep and whisper
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Adam Tokar

Ryan Trainer

My Night Song
I hear my guinea pig chewing on the cage
I hear my mom snoring at night
I hear my pillow
I hear my brother

My Delight Song
I am a black panther bleeding in the night
I am a snake slithering in the grass
I am spring growing new leaves
I am the sun
I am hot to the people
I am in the forest

My Jumbly Poem
A feast
A lovely monkey
On a stormy day
The blue sea

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like hey, give me my hat
I am mister
In the rain, I like to go crazy and go wild
I feel tra la la la in the rain

My Morning Poem
In the morning I smell money
I think about stealing my dad’s money
I can smell money and feel money
I feel like money
I am as rich as Donald Trump

My Wandering Poem
I wandered quiet as a lion
I saw a happy bird with a black nose
It was as white as a snowflake
And as small as a rat
It landed on my window
It flew in
I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am black
Like a car
When I go crazy
I am silver and gold
Like a diamond
When I am happy
I am blue
Like the sky
When I hug
A Night Adventure
Dear Justin,
Come with me to the night forest
You will need food, water, a tent, clothes and
shoes
We will see a monkey, a spider, a panther and a
deer
Also a new species of animal and bees
We will hear the river, the rain, and the animals
Maybe we will build a house in trees and live
there
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Skylah Turner

Jonathan Vasquez

My Night Song
I hear my dog barking
I hear my baby sister crying
I hear my dog singing, Let it go
I hear my cat smiling, Meow!

My Night Song
I hear my brother snoring
It scares me
I hear my dog bark all day long
I can’t stand it
I hear the moon singing jazz
While it goes down
I hear the dirt flow through the wind

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a hamster
I saw a dog
It was as brown as chocolate
And as gray as a cloud
It was trying to flip in the air

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a cylinder and a coconut
A basketball
And a ferris wheel
I went on you once
You are scary, but fun

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a tiger
I think the mountain is a bat
Maybe the mountain is a red butterfly
Or the mountain looks like a flag
On the mountain, I see puppies
And I see Sabina

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a tiger
I saw the sun rise
It was pink as a flamingo
And as orange as a mango
It flew in the wind and
Ran through the desert

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like fire
When I am angry

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a lizard opening its
mouth
I think the mountain is making an avalanche
because it’s shy
Maybe the mountain is a rocket coming out of
the station
The mountain is flying like a bald eagle
Or the mountain is a butterfly
On the mountain is coffee

I am blue
Like water
When I am sad
I am pink
Like a crayon
When I am happy
A Night Adventure
Dear Sabina,
Come with me to the water park
You will need towels and clothes
We will see water slides
And people riding on the slides
We will hear splashing
Maybe we will have the best night of our lives!

A Night Adventure
Dear Family,
Come with me to a bowling alley
You will need shoes
That don’t slide
My Jumbly Poem
There are jumblies in dumplings
On a stormy day
Having a feast
In a blue blue sea
Singing moony songs
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My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is flying
I think the mountain is full of snow
Maybe the mountain is a crowd
Or the mountain is a place where unicorns
come
On the mountain is me playing with unicorns
In their home

Saadiyah Vines
My Delight Song
I am a cheetah playing with my little brother
I am a white cat blending in the sparkling snow
I am the winter, a sparkling snowman
Playing in the snow
I am winter snow playing with a snowman
I am a shining star in a dress in the night sky
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like splash drop and
Splash crack crack and tink tink drop
I see clouds crying and
Unicorns climb on the clouds
In the rain, I like to catch raindrops on my
tongue
I feel happy in the rain

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a crown
When I sing

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is sparkly, divine waves of
happiness
We collect flower petals
Babies are born all around the world
The sun rises
It’s spring when owls howl
It snows and rains
It sounds like birds tweeting and people saying,
Weee! Cool!

I am yellow
Like a ballerina
When I drop

I am rainbow
Like a star
When I dance

I am silver
Like a diamond
When I spit
I am green
Like spaghetti
When I flip my hair

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an a without the line
And the back of a head
And a diamond
You are a ring
A ball
A snowball
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Ms. Sonco’s Class
The Poetry Room
In the poetry room we write about how we feel
We are happy in here be
because we can rhyme
All the time
We sound good
The walls are aqua blue and the couches are pink and the chairs are rainbow
On the table, there is violet rose
The rose says, Let’s stay and never die
It smells like pizza perfume in here
Or maybe the beach
Let’s go swimming
We eat jolly ranchers and sticky, sweet strawberries
We are victorious in here
We are cute chinchillas
Our sisters are in here and our brothers
Our neighbors and our friends
Mommies are doing the laundry
Daddies are sleeping or making chicken
We cuddle in our beautiful blankets
And play with our Roblox figures
The sun sometimes comes in through the window
But sometimes there’s a storm
Or a hurricane
We hoot like owls
We meow like cats
We roar like lions
Inside this room, there is the memory of the
White Post Farm and going to Pennsylvania and the memory of our first friends
And the memory of when we got our dogs
We remember going to Splish Splash
We remember crying Waa Waa
We remember being babies and playing with our
Special toy
We are chefs and doctors and teachers and cops
We sing and sing and sing
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Brooklyn
Brooklyn is the place where on Fridays there’s fantastic fireworks
Brooklyn looks like a yellow and gold cat and smells like
sweet and sour strawberries and victory
Brooklyn has blue striped eyes, brown hair and a pink nose
Brooklyn tastes like pizza and ice cream and sounds like
crunchy leaves, noisy cars and fun darkness
Brooklyn loves group hugs, swimming, tacos and helping others
It feels like a taco, round and soft
When Brooklyn opens its mouth, it says,
Freedom for everyone! I love pizza!
Squishy Spring Poem
It’s spring when the world is
Park-nice
rain-fabulous
pool-handsome and
rainbow-cute
It’s spring when it’s
Baby birds-beautiful
Bunnies-handsome
Butterfly-fun and
Bees-good
It’s spring when it’s
whoosh
and swish
and haaaa
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My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a cat’s ear
I think the mountain is a wave
Maybe the mountain is a birthday hat
Or the mountain is an eagle’s beak
On the mountain, there is a
Cotton candy wolf
Looking for his prey

Melissa Avila
My Delight Song
I am a blue puppy playing with a ball
I am a green kitten playing in the grass
I am rain playing in the puddles
I am a special spring playing in the park
I am a pink flower with purple petals
Going Inside
Inside a dalmation dog
I see a pizza
It’s raining cookies
I also see an eye
Inside the dog is the meowing of a cat
I taste a cookie
It smells like chips and cookies and cream ice
cream
Inside a dog it feels like a teddy bear and a toy
cat

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a heart
When I sing
I am pink
Like a pink cow
When I dance
I am green
Like grass
When I jump

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Bunny-good
Butterflies-fun
Baby birds-pretty
Tag-handsome
Leaves-fabulous
Hide and seek-amazing
Virus tag-sweet
It’s spring when it’s rain-fantastic
It sounds like whoosh swing weee!

I am gold
Like stars
When I run
I am blue
Like a raindrop
When I sip

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a pink basketball
And a blue dodge ball
And a green soccer ball
You are as cute as a red poodle
And pretty as a graceful swan
You are as sweet as a cookie

A Night Adventure
Dear Merilyn,
Come with me on a camping trip
You have to be brave and quiet
You will need marshmallows, tents,
Hershey’s kisses, sleeping bags, crackers,
And teddy bears
Also hot dogs and clothes
We will see a table, animals, and trees
And we will make s’mores
We will hear owls, a wolf or two wolves
Maybe we will sleep and eat hot dogs
And change our clothes

My Wandering Poem
I wandered alert as a hurricane watch
I saw a damaged house
It was as bad as a giant flood
And a scary as a huge tornado
It was huge and very scary
It was very very huge
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I Am Kaleidoscope
I am purple
Like flower
When I run

Madely Balvuena
Going Inside
Inside a pink cloud
I see a blue flying bird
I see small white seagulls
Birds are talking
It tastes and smells like cotton candy
It feels soft

I am silver
Like a moon
When I say sorry
I am blue
Like a rainbow
When I say thank you

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like boom boom boom boom boom
and sh sh sh sh sh sh sh
I see rain and water
In the rain, I like to jump and wear boots
I feel bored in the rain

I am gold
Like a tree
When I sing

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Ice cream-yummy
Spring-shiny shiny
Jump rope
jump jump
It is sun
It sounds like birds

I am white
Like the sun
When I jump
A Night Adventure
Dear Yaretzi,
Come with me to the Dollar Tree
You have to be brave
You will need water and food
We will see toys and candy
We will hear music
Maybe there will be people
Everything will be for a dollar

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a strawberry
Round as Jupiter
A lollipop
You are as green as a make-up bag
And blue as the sky
You are as sweet as a blueberry
My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a butterfly
I saw a lot of snow
It was as white as snowflakes
And as beautiful as a flower
It was as hot as the sun
The flowers will grow
Vegetables will grow
Fruit will grow
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is cotton candy
I think the mountain is pointy as a diamond
Maybe the mountain is a slice of pizza
Or the mountain is an ice cream cone
There is too much snow on top of the mountain
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like a moon
When I run

Raymond Bardomiano
My Delight Song
I am a bird that is flying
I am winter

I am gold
Like the sky
When I play

Going Inside
Inside a toy car
I see a radio and soft chairs
I see a tv
I hear vroom
No taste
It smells like blueberries
It feels soft
No feelings

I am yellow
Like a star
When I read
I am green
Like a tree
When I eat

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Rainy and animals-good
There are fun days
and cute days
and good days
It’s spring when people come back
It sounds like boom boom

I am black
Like grass
When I sleep
A Night Adventure
Dear Elijah,
Come with me to Toys R’ Us
You have to be sneaky
You will need ropes
We will see toys
We will hear toys
Maybe we will see Roblox toys

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a car wheel
And an egg
You are a jellybean
You are purple
My Wandering Poem
I wandered sad as a penny
I saw a tree with snow
It was as beautiful as a butterfly
It was like a dog and cat
It was so cool
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a big ice cream cone
I think the mountain is like sharp teeth
Or the mountain is snow
On the mountain, there is so much snow
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a diamond
When I dance

Elijah Cardona
My Delight Song
I am a king cobra snake hunting a praying
mantis
I am a black and white bunny eating carrots
I am summer
I like to go to the pool!
I am summer eating carrots
I am a golden husky hiking
I am a diamond

I am silver
Like a star
When I sing
I am yellow
Like a flower
When I play

My Night Song
I hear my mom watching tv
I hear my sister’s bed shaking
I hear my toy talking in the middle of the night
I hear the stars shining on the moon

I am gray
Like a rock
When I laugh
A Night Adventure
Dear Mr. Ferguson,
Come with me to Fly High
You have to be seven and up
You will need food and drinks
We will see trampolines and ball pits
We will hear holiday music
Maybe other kids and adults will be as jumpy
As crazy monkeys

Going Inside
Inside a Lego
I see a sword
A dinosaur Lego lays eggs
I hear yelling
It tastes like an ice cream sundae in here
And smells like whipped cream
I’m excited
Ode to the Circle
O, you are a baseball,
A golden metal,
A slime ball
You are a snowball and a basketball,
A yoyo and a purple grape
You are as round as a grape
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is Hershey’s chocolate
I think the mountain is heaven
Maybe the mountain is warm
Or the mountain is cold
On the mountain, there is God
And cotton candy
And Hershey’s chocolate
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Valeria Cuautle

Yaretzi Flores

My Delight Song
I am a pink kitten going to my grandma
I am a swordfish playing with fishies
I am sunny
I am spring
I am a pink little animal

My Delight Song
I am a pink pony playing in the light green grass
I am a purple horse eating green grass
I am sunshine
Really hot!
I am summer running through the stable
I am a pink flower with blue leaves

Going Inside
Inside a chinchilla
I see grass on the ground
I see black, white and gray fur
Inside the chinchilla
I hear squeaks
It tastes like hay
And smells like lotion
It feels so so soft

My Night Song
I hear squeaks when my neighbor keeps on
sliding
I hear My Little Pony’s Twilight Sparkle
talking with Rainbow Dash
I hear my mom going up the stairs
I hear the blue pool talking with the stars
I hear chocolate cake talking to the cherries

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is pointy paper
I think the mountain is an ice cream cone
Maybe the mountain is a soft mountain

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish to be a beautiful pop star!
Delicate deer, what do you dream?
I dream I am a chef making delicious food
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
I really silly ant told a joke
Tall tree, what do you wish?
I wish I was a person named Dan

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am orange
Like Mr. Ferguson
When I sing
I am black
Like the night
When I sleep

Going Inside
Inside a little volcano
I see a pink butterfly and too many jewels
There is a pink and blue bag of marshmallows
Inside a little volcano
I hear birds singing
It tastes like yummy chocolate
It smells like a baked chicken breast
Inside a little volcano it feels soft
Like a chicken

I am blue
Like the sky
When I play
A Night Adventure
Dear Mr. Ferguson,
Come with me to fly up in the sky
You have to be quiet at all times
You will need food, energy and water
We will see night animals
And owls
We will hear creepy sounds
Maybe a wolf will howl in the middle of the
night

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Flower-beautiful and rain-good
Rainbow-fancy, pool-good,
And flowers-amazing
It is ice cream taste, butterfly-fun,
Bees-awesome and zoo-fun
It’s spring when it’s baby bird-beautiful
It sounds like a horse clip clop
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Ode to the Circle
O, you are round as an orange
And a yoyo
And an apple
You are pink as a pink bag
And blue as the sky
You are as sweet as a grape

Keysi Garcia
My Delight Song
I am a gray and white kitten playing in the grass
I am a white and fluffy dog playing with his
sister
I am flashing yellow thunder in a rainbow
I am yellow and warm
I am summer

My Wandering Poem
I wandered as calm as the ocean
I saw snow
It was as white as a bunny
And as cold as ice cream
It was like white fireworks
It felt a lot like freedom

Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Hatchlings hatching out of their shell
Butterflies-beautiful
Bears waking up to get food
Birds-cute
Animals are new

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am silver
Like a diamond
When I sing

Ode to the Circle
O, you are the galaxy blowing the stars away
And a watermelon rolling down stairs
You are as round as a watermelon
You are a ball bouncing on a scary roof
You are as beautiful as a butterfly
And shiny as a star

I am pink
Like a flower
When I hug
I am red
Like a rose
When I love

My Wandering Poem
I wondered why it was snowing like a lion
I was bored and sad
I was as hard as a block
I looked at the snow, a big pile of cotton
It was cloudy and white on the outside
Flowers bloomed in the wind

I am blue
Like the sky
When I cry
I am orange
Like the sun
When I whisper

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is rocky and cold
I think the mountain is a big rock with white
snow
Maybe the mountain is sad and cold
Or the mountain is happy and strong
On the mountain, I feel a sharp pencil
The mountain has a lot of snow

A Night Adventure
Dear Jessica,
Come with me to Mexico
You have to be a climber and a cook
You will need to be happy in the country
We will see my grandma
And my grandpa
We will hear my chickens
Maybe there will be turkeys
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like the sky
When I dance

Demi Guillen
My Delight Song
I am a black and gray dog
I am a little kitten loving dog, gray and black and
blue
I am the summer
Yellow
Happy
I am winter
It’s fun
You can do a snowman
I am a little cat
My favorite nature is that

I am pink
Like the sun
When I sing
I am yellow
Like a star
When I garden
I am gold
Like a rock
When I sleep

Going Inside
Inside the snowflake
We see snow
There is cold water in all the places
Inside, you can hear clapping
It tastes like a jolly rancher and
Smells like a flower
It feels like a soft bunny

I am purple
Like grass
When I run
A Night Adventure
Dear Family,
Come with me to Disney Land
You have to be happy
You will need clothes and money
We will see Mickey and Minnie
And princesses
We will hear that there is a tube underneath
Maybe we will go to the Disney private island

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like ch ch ch ch and like fun
and like a dream
I see rain come down
and people and kids playing
In the rain, I like to drink water and play with
my pets
I feel cold in the rain
Ode to the Circle
O, you are a big round ball
And a round hula hoop
And a round eraser
You are a fast ball and as shiny as a butterfly
You are a good star and a soft pillow
You can be my friend
My Wandering Poem
I wandered silly as a fluffy dog
I saw the world
It was crazy as a kitten
And weird as a sock
It was a cute kitten
I saw the world with a bad dog
And a crazy kitten
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Phoebe Gurocak
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is like a strawberry
I think the mountain is a raccoon
Maybe the mountain is like a pointy pencil
Or the mountain is a white, slippery igloo
On the mountain is a bunch of snow
It is like a donut
It is like a rose

My Delight Song
I am a dog in a bikini
I am playing in a pool
I am a cat doing ballet
I am snow
I am winter in the snow
I am a tall tree
My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
To be a dancer
Dancing deer, what do you dream?
Of being an artist
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
Because I am silly
Twisted tree, what do you wish?
To have wings like a robin

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like a sky
When I cry
I am purple
Like a moon
When I sing
I am silver
Like a cow
When I eat

Going Inside
Inside a cloud
Little Boston terriers snuggle
I see mashed potatoes
Inside a cloud
I hear a dog howling
I taste chocolate ice cream and smell
Beautiful dogs
Inside a cloud
It feels like soft bunnies

I am yellow
Like a sun
When I say sorry
I am gold
Like a rock
When I crawl

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like make-up time and fun
And beautiful roses!
In the rain, I like to play and have a good time
I feel happy in the rain
I see a rainbow after

A Night Adventure
Dear Kitten,
Come with me to the park and play with me
You have to be happy to do this
You will need milk and a bag if you do come
We will see the sky, blue and you will
Crouch in the grass
We will hear the wind blowing
Maybe other kittens will be in the park and
we can play

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Beautiful and delightful
There are flowers
I play jump rope
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Ode to the Circle
O, you are a purple ice cream scoop
And a pink ball
You are as sweet as roses
You are as sweet as a watermelon
You are as soft as a pillow
You are Jupiter’s ball

Evangeline Hernandez

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a puppy
I saw a beautiful flower
It was as beautiful as a raindrop
And as red as a rose
It was beautiful and delightful
Like a pixie, it blew
Like a butterfly in the sun

Going Inside
Inside a fluffy pillow
I see blue, soft stuffing
I see little tiny toys
Inside a fluffy pillow
I hear people sleeping
It tastes like fruit and
Smells like a Jolly Rancher

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am rainbow
Like the sky
When I shine

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is hot
There are flowers and beautiful fun
We hunt for eggs
Marvelous
It sounds like hatching

My Delight Song
I am a pink and purple poodle barking at a lion
I am a blue dog singing in a pool
I am summer
I am dancing in a pool
I am a polar bear and flowers

I am bright
Like a star
When I glow

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue as a blackberry
And a heart
When I feel sleepy

I am light and night
Like a bird
When I shine

I am gold like a sunflower
And a shell

I am cute
Like a butterfly
When I cry

A Night Adventure
Dear Caramelo,
Come with me to my cousins’ house
You will need a dog bowl, water and food
We will see Jenny, Gordon, Ashley,
Jessy and her husband
We will hear crickets
Maybe we will eat dinner and feed my dog

I am blue
Like a kangaroo
When I shine
A Night Adventure
Dear Cousins,
Come with me to a party
You have to be there on time
You will need a party hat
We will see you there
And have a good time
We will hear your joy
Maybe, thank you
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered surprised as an elephant
I saw the ocean
It was as warm as the sun
And as loud as a wave
It was the enemy
The wave came in like a flying bird

Alex Marin
My Delight Song
I am a brown okapi eating leaves
I am a green lion hunting raccoons
I am sunny weather
I am summer racing with okapis
I am square
I am grass
I am yellow
I am hiking

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a vampire’s teeth
I think the mountain is the pointy edges of a
star
Maybe the mountain is a woodpecker’s beak
Or the mountain is a witch’s hat
On the mountain, there is a werewolf
And a lion
They are working together

My Question Poem
Brave butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish I was climbing a mountain
Dancing deer, what do you dream?
I dream about music
Smart spider, why are you laughing?
I’m laughing because something silly happened
Tall tree what do you wish?
I wish I was twisted

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a sunflower
When I bloom

Going Inside
Inside a notebook
Are paper with blue lines and two red lines
On the cover, it is black with white spots
Inside the notebook, kids are turning the page
It tastes like ice cream, candy, and chicken
Inside, it smells like pizza
And feels like ice cream

I am green
Like grass
When I jump
I am blue
Like the sky
When I’m happy

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Warm-fantastic
Rainy-good
And sunny-wonderful
In spring birds chirp
Crickets

I am red
Like a rose
When I sing
A Night Adventure
Dear Family,
Come with me to the Bronx Zoo
You have to be brave and quiet
You will need a sandwich and a hot dog
We will see zebras, bears, deer, moose,
Hippos and panthers
We will hear birds and crickets chirping
Maybe the animals are sleeping
Then we will eat

Ode to the Circle
O, you are Jupiter
And a hula hoop
And a hoop
You are a basketball, a soccer ball, a volleyball
and a head
You are Venus
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Ode to the Circle
O, you are a person hugging for freedom and
You are helping freedom
And everybody who does not like freedom
Will have to learn freedom by love
You learned freedom and the love of hope
You are the chosen one

Marianne Perez
My Delight Song
I am a lion roaring on top of the tall mountain
I am waiting at dusk
I am a golden puppy playing with 101 dolls
I am a summer day, bright and shiny
I am summer, burning bright
Fresh water, unicorns
I am a hunting black jaguar waiting for yummy
food
On top of a tree
I am in the shape of a tall cylinder
Dark
Tan
Pretty

My Wandering Poem
I wandered as peacefully as a feather dropping
I saw a calm flower, delightfully called daffodil
It was a star in the sky, hot purple bright in the
ground
It was like fireworks and a rainbow
It felt like freedom and love around the world
It was freedom, peacefully shouting in a shack
Freedom and romance

My Question Poem
Brave butterfly, what do you wish for?
I want to give a poem to all the flowers
Delicate deer, what do you dream?
I am the smart, most delicate animal in the
world
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
My family is silly and I like being silly
Twisted tree, what do you wish?
I twist to give oxygen to save the world
I wish to save the world
Golden bear, what do you wish?
I wish to be gold and to shine bright with God

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is freedom and
love with effort
I think the mountain is a hope for us
Maybe the mountain is God helping us
Or the mountain is a place where happy animals
live
On the mountain, there are no sad things
There is hope everywhere!
I Am a Kaleidscope
I am light greenish blue
Like freedom
When I help

Going Inside
Inside slime
I see a gold snowflake
I see more gold snowflakes
I hear a peaceful voice
It tastes like a blueberry smoothie in here
And smells like a Jolly Rancher
It feels peaceful and joyful

I am yellowish orange
Like a tiger
When I roar
I am pinkish
Like a strawberry smoothie
When I sip

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is filled with angels
And fairies in castles
Animals in a pool
Cute places
There is happiness
It’s spring when animal fairies
take good care of the animals
It sounds like hmmm, swoosh

I am gold
Like a lesson
When I learn
I am gold
Like when I play Roblox
When I am happy
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My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a wing from a bee
I think the mountain is a ball bounce
Maybe the mountain is a head from a lion
Or the mountain is a beak from a swan
On the mountain there is snow, animals
and frosting

Amanda Rivera
My Delight Song
I am a pink lion doing roars
I am a fish swimming
I am summer weather
I am spring
I am an elephant
My feet play
It is a secret
I am pink, yellow and purple

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink like a shirt
And the sun
When I sing

Going Inside
Inside a mushroom
I see a yummy, little pink pizza
I see a little ice cream scoop
Inside a mushroom
I hear a little butterfly flapping its wings
It tastes like mac and cheese
It smells like an egg
Inside a mushroom, the feeling is
joy

I am purple
Like stars
When I dance
I am yellow
Like a raindrop
When I play
I am gold
Like grass
When I scream

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like swish and thunder and whoosh
I see lightning and ice
In the rain, I like to see the lightning and
Splash in puddles
I am happy and comfortable in the rain

I am blue
Like a diamond
When I laugh
A Night Adventure
Dear Mom and Dad,
Come with me to a pool party
You have to swim
You will need bathing suits
We will see some balloons, food and a pool
And a bathroom to change your clothes
We will hear some songs on the radio
Maybe the radio is going to have Jesus songs
And rock and roll

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Warm
It is fancy, smooth, cool, and glidy
It is rainy, cloudy, puddly, and goaty
With beautiful bunnies
It is storm-cool and marvelous
It’s spring when there are flowers
It sounds like birds tweeting
My Wandering Poem
I wandered excited as a hippo
I saw flowers in the garden
They were as yellow as birds
And as pretty as a pink shirt
I like pink shirts
I was surprised and joyful to see them
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Daniel Rojas

Joshua Sanchez

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
fun, exciting plants and flowers
Laser tag and virus tag

My Delight Song
I am a red sleeping dog
I am a lion hunting a bird
I am summer
I like to play
I am sunny
I am a red tree

the
pool
The beach on Coney Island is very fun
It’s spring when
snakes warm up and get up
It sounds like rain falling from
sad clouds

My Night Song
I hear my sister
She cannot sleep
I hear my dad watching tv
I hear my dog telling a joke
I hear my toys laughing at my dog’s joke

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a star shining
A moon and an orange
You are an apple and a Captain America shield
You are Jupiter
And Earth
And a shooting star
You are amazing

Going Inside
Inside a taco
I see lettuce and it is green
The cheese is soft
I hear a tomato singing
It tastes like pizza
And smells like sweet tomato
Inside a taco, I feel happy

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is sharp tiger’s teeth
I think the mountain is three triangles moving
Maybe the mountain is a very tasty cake
Or the mountain is a chocolate fountain
On the mountain, there is a tiny cake that says,
I’m sweeter than all the cakes in the world

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an orange
And a moon
And a basketball
You are a planet and a grape
You make me happy

A Night Adventure
Dear Captain America,
Come with me to the forest
To beat up super villains
You have to be super strong to beat them
You will need fists, a hat and a jacket
We will see owls, deer, snow, and rabbits

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a puppy
I saw a polar bear
It was as white as a snowflake
And as big as a hippo
It had four legs and big ears
I feel happy in the winter
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is the letter M
I think the mountain is a triangle
Maybe the mountain is a fox’s tail
Or the mountain is the letter N
On the mountain, I like to play in the snow
With my friend
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a bee
When I sing

Lizneiry Sanchez
My Night Song
I hear my dad snoring
I hear Leslie, my little sister, waking
I hear a zebra, clip clop
I hear lizards talking

I am red
Like a flower
When I dance

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish to be a person
Dancing deer, what do you dream?
I dream of dancing
Sweet spider, why are you laughing?
I heard a joke

I am green
Like a moon
When I say sorry
I am blue
Like a star
When I say thank you

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like hhh and mmm and mmm
I see kids jumping in the rain and
Rain on my house
In the rain, I like to jump
I feel happy in the rain

I am black
Like the sun
When I laugh

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Zoo-good and bunnies hop
Zebra-white, octopus-fancy,
Butterflies-pretty
It’s spring when hahahahaha
It sounds like a horse
Clop clap
Ode to the Circle
O, you are a turtle hiding in the shell
And a scoop of strawberry ice cream
And a glass of water
You are the moon
And a grape
And an orange
You are happy
A Night Adventure
Dear Alex,
Come with me to the woods
You have to be prepared
You will need food
We will see a fox and a wolf
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Salvador Serrato

Luis Vega

My Delight Song
I am a gray kitten rolling on the grass
I am an orange dinosaur eating leaves
I am sunshine
I am fall
I am a green tree leaf

My Delight Song
I am a red lizard climbing a tree and sticking my
tongue out
I am a turtle sleeping in my shell
I am in the water moving
I am rain blowing in the wind
I am summer and during the summer
I go to the pool

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is a hot day
It’s ice-cream-wonderful
Bunny-warm
The pool and leaves
Park-cool
Swimming
Sun-nice
It’s spring when there’s a rainbow
In spring, it sounds like a cricket

My Night Song
I hear the cars on the street
I hear a cat scratching my door
I hear a donut talking at night with my sock
I hear my dog and my cat talking about
How to eat a fish
Going Inside
Inside a Lego
I see a playground made of Legos and it is blue
I hear kids laughing
It tastes like a candle
It smells like… nothing
It feels happy inside

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a squirrel
When I dance
I am orange
Like a cow
When I eat

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like drip drip drip drip
I see puddles and rain and rainbows and
Trees without leaves
In the rain, I like to touch the water and
Jump in the puddles
I feel wet leaves in the rain

I am pink
Like a turtle
When I sleep
I am green
Like the moon
When I laugh

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is happy and good
And full of butterflies
The sun is shining in my eyes
I see the flowers blooming
The bunnies are jumping in the grass
It’s spring when I wear a sweater
I sounds like whoosh and
Bees buzzing

I am brown
Like a heart
When I play
A Night Adventure
Dear Cat,
Come with me to the pet park
You will need treats
We will see one thousand cats
And one fish
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Ode to the Circle
O, you are a chocolate donut
And a blue basketball
I like to bounce you
You are a green yarn ball
You are as bright as the sun
And as green as an avocado
You make me happy

Zeke Winslow
My Wandering Poem
I wandered sad as tears
I was crying
It was a very sad day, sad as rain
There was no one
I had no friends to talk to me
Then I found a friend named Jake
I had a great time until Jake left
For another city
Then I started to cry again

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is cold
I think the mountain is big
Maybe the mountain is a thing that is a rock
That is covered in snow
Or the mountain is a thing that is shaped
Like a triangle
On the mountain, there is snow and rocks
falling

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a cake shaped like a five
I think the mountain is eating cake
Maybe the mountain is a monster
Or the mountain is running
On the mountain is a family

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am white
Like a polar bear
When I am running

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am green
Like grass
When I am running

I am blue
Like the sky
When I laugh

I am yellow
Like eggs
When I dance

I am yellow
Like a giraffe
When I eat

I am blue
Like the sky
When I dance

My Morning Poem
In the morning I stretch like a cat
I yawn like a lion
I can smell a bad day coming
It feels terrible
I am tired

I am green
Like a chair
When I run
I am red
Like mad
When I jump
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My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a girl
I saw a homeless cat; actually, it was a kitten
It was as soft and fluffy as a cotton ball
And as fluffy as a butterfly
It was like slime and fluffy cream
I wanted to swim in it

Jackeline Yunga
My Delight Song
I am a sleepy fox and I am sleeping
I am a hungry cat
I’m hunting for small mice
I am winter, a windy day
I am spring
I go to the pool
I am in the desert
I like flowers
I am my favorite shape, O
I am my favorite place, the park
I am my favorite color, blue

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is like cotton candy
I think the mountain is like soft snow
Maybe the mountain is like soft slime
Or the mountain is like fluffy snow flakes
On the mountain is a unicorn with magic
Unicorn snow!

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish for flowers
Dancing deer, what do you dream?
I dream of eating berries
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
I am watching a funny video
Tall tree, what do you wish?
I wish to never die in winter and to have my
leaves

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am silver
Like laundry water
When I spin and am dizzy
I am green
Like grass
When I grow old
I am yellow
Like the sun
When I’m hot and sweat

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Wonderful, hot and sweet
A cloud looks like cotton candy
The sky looks like blue twizzlers
It’s spring when birds hatch
They sing
It sounds like
Wee wee wee wee
It’s nice!

I am red
Like fire
When I’m hot (I cool down)
I am blue
Like the big waves
When there’s an earthquake (I turn into a
tsunami)

Ode to the Circle
O, you are like an orange and
I want to eat you so bad!
You look so delicious
You are as tasty as a blueberry pancake

A Night Adventure
Dear Dad,
Come with me to a kitten hut to get a pet
You have to be brave and be with someone
You will need water, food, and be warm
We will see kittens, mommy cats,
Daddy cats, and cats who adore us all
We will hear meow meow
Maybe we will see cute animals
Then go home!
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Yanelly Zuniga
I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like a bear
When I cry

My Night Song
I hear a car horn honking
I hear people talking
I hear a cat and dog talking
I heat a butterfly talking

I am orange
Like the ocean
When I sing

My Question Poem
Beautiful butterfly, what do you wish for?
I wish to be a singer
Delicate deer, what do you dream?
I dream of eating grass
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
I’m laughing because a cat fell out of a tree
Twisted tree, what do you wish?
I wish to swim like a fish

I am gold
Like a flower
When I jump
I am blue
Like a star
When I laugh

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like blip blip blip and
Sounds like lightning, thunder
I see rain and lightning and fun
I like falling in the rain
In the rain, I feel happy and excited

I am red
Like a turtle
When I read

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Butterflies and leaves
Flowers and ice cream
Jump rope
Baby birds
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is like an ice cream
I think the mountain is vacuum
Maybe the mountain is snow
The mountain is a big hill and snow
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Ms. Wnek’s Class
The Poetry Room
In the poetry room we see green and silver and black and gold and baby blue and violet purple
Some things are tan
Like people
Dolphins swim and a black panther roars
Dog barks, a cat meows, and baby birds sing
We eat cupcakes, bananas, strawberry cake, and cotton candy
Ms. Wnek makes a ninja pose
Best friends make silly faces and make each other happy
Mommies read us books
They make us chicken, rice and beans
Sometimes they make us ice cream sandwiches
In one corner, some daddies make silly faces
And some take naps and some play with us
In another corner, are stuffed tigers, lions, bunnies,
And dog-shaped pillows
The sun shines through the window
It feels warm in here
It’s like Coney Island in here
and Splish Splash, the water park
We feel like we’re in a hotel with a pool
In Florida
We’re all taxi drivers and doctors and teachers
We’re chefs that serve wonderful words
It feels like yesterday
Which was a good day
It feels lovely in here and sweet
We dance gorgeously
We’re so lucky
The earth hugs us all
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Our Delight Song
We are white unicorns running on the water
We are really hairy-maned lions dancing to rock music
We are all the seasons
We swim
We throw snow balls
We jump in leaves
We play with our baby brothers and sisters and friends
We are sunshine
We are black and red trees
We pick apples
Brooklyn
Brooklyn is the place where dreams come true
Brooklyn looks like a zoo and a happy strawberry donut
She smells like nice things like a happy rose
Brooklyn has rainbow eyes, a rainbow dress and rainbow boots
Brooklyn tastes like delightful Starbursts and Skittles
She sounds like cars and the ocean
Brooklyn loves people and loves to eat pizza
She feels like sweet and yummy freedom
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says, “I am happy! Finally, freedom!”
Squishy Spring Poem
It’s spring when the world is
Rabbit-nice
Sun-cool
Easter candy-sweet
Dogs-fun and nature shining
It’s spring when we go to the pool
And play with chalk
Spring sounds like
Yay and Woo Hoo and Chirp!
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Ayden Alleng

Jeimy Ambrosia

Going Inside
Inside the snowflake
People are walking
It tastes like soft candy
There are rainbows in the sky

My Night Song
I hear my uncle’s sad music
I hear a gate opening
I hear the stars sing
I hear donuts telling jokes

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is fun
And yay!
I like to play football and play with my sister
And my mom and dad
It’s spring when the winter is over
It sounds like ttt ttt and yay
Spring is here

Going Inside
I’m inside a cupcake that has
pink frosting and sugar
I see a big rainbow

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a bottle cap
And a sun
And a moon
You are as beautiful as a flower
And as beautiful as a car
You are the cherry on top of a cake

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like clear ice cubes and
Pink dolphin noises
And horses sleeping
I see lightning and pink ice cream
In the rain, I like to feel thunder and
Feel cold ice cream
I feel fish swimming around me in the rain

Inside a donut I hear music
Inside a rock it feels hard

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a rose
I saw a beautiful cat
It was as happy as an apple
And as cheerful as a cake
It was cool and beautiful

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Cupcake-fun and flower-fun
With baby bunnies and butterflies and
The sun shining on the green grass
It’s spring when the sun is shining and birds
tweet
It sounds like birds tweeting

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a triangle
I think the mountain is a pizza
Maybe the mountain is snow
Or the mountain is an animal
There are rocks on the mountain

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a butterfly
I saw a rainbow flower
It was as pretty as a big rainbow
And as pretty as a dolphin
It was pink and glittery
With red hearts

My Jumbly Poem
One day I had a feast
Me and my friends went to the sea
We went there for a swim
When I looked up to the sky
I saw a moon singing a song
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am red
Like a rose
When I laugh

Nargis Awan
Going Inside
Inside a chair
I see a pink book bag
I hear a baby inside the book bag
It tastes like soup
It smells like flowers
Inside it feels soft

I am blue
Like the sky
When I run
I am brown
Like a penny
When I hop hop hop

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where dreams come true
Brooklyn looks like French fries and smells like
flowers
Brooklyn has blue eyes
Brooklyn tastes like hot dogs and sounds like a
song
Brooklyn loves to sing
She feels happy
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
Happy Christmas

I am orange
Like a book
When I say sorry
I am black
Like the night
When I cry
A Night Adventure
Dear Carlos and Luz,
Come with to the zoo at night
You have to be brave
You will need a flashlight
We will see giraffes and zebras
And an elephant
We will hear a fox and an elephant
Maybe we will see a dinosaur?

Ode to the Circle
O, you are an apple
And a plate
And an orange
You are a top and a monkey
And a hole and a butterfly
Butterflies are so beautiful
My Wandering Poem
I wandered sad as a dog
I saw a beautiful butterfly
It was as brown as a monkey
And a donkey and a cat
It was also green and white
I love butterflies
They are so cute

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat Nerds all day long
While I sing a song
I would play in candy all day
And dance with my friend, Flay
If the world was crazy, I’d wear candy clothes
I’d wear candy clothes with my friend, Rose
I would read candy books
While checking out my looks
If the world was crazy, I would drive a car
And go to candy bar
I would go to the park
And play in the dark

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a cheese pizza slice
I think the mountain is an ice cream cone
Maybe the mountain is a chocolate cake
Or the mountain is an eraser
There is Ms. Wnek standing up the mountain
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like a tree
When I scream

Rainiah Belle
My Question Poem
Brave butterfly, what do you wish for?
To be sooo brave
Dancing deer, what do you dream?
I am dancing to silly sounds
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
I look like a silly bird

I am red
Like an apple
When I sing
I am yellow
Ike a star
When I dance

My Wandering Poem
I wandered cute as a cat
I saw a dog and cat playing
It was as fun as playing tag
And as cute as a baby
They played and had fun
They were like school and a baby

I am orange
Like a flower
When I cry
I am black
Like a raindrop
When I run

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a crazy zigzag
I think the mountain is cute snow
Maybe the mountain is a cool box
Or the mountain is fun brown blue
On the mountain,
Snow, zig zag, brown, blue, box

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat pizza with mango
I would eat pizza while doing the tango
If the world was crazy, I’d wear a pink suit and a
Santa Claus costume
I would give everyone presents in the room
If the world was crazy, I would climb
I would do it all the time
I would climb a bridge in Pakistan
I would climb with a big blue fan

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a diamond
When I hug
I am yellow
Like a star
When I dance

A Night Adventure
Dear Jeimy,
Come with me to the movies
You have to be brave
You will need clothes
On the way, we will see birds and butterflies
We will hear moo moo moo

I am pink
Like a peach
When I run
I am orange
Like a leaf
When I sing

My Jumbly Poem
I see an owl and my friend, a mole,
Eat a dumpling
I am a monkey and my friend is stinky
On a stormy day, it is morning
I see a green dragon

I am blue
Like the sky
When I read
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A Night Adventure
Come with me on an adventure
You have to be brave
You will need a flashlight
We will see a fox and a lion
We will hear an owl and a lion

Percell Brown
My Delight Song
I am a frog with dots
I am tiger jumping like a frog
I am a kid in the weather
I am a kid in the fall, falling in the leaves
I am jumping like a kangaroo

My Jumbly Poem
Pinky paper is in my hands
A hive of silvery bees is in the sea
A lovely monkey hugs me
Dumplings
Bees tag me
I gladly live on the land
The end

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a basketball running
And a tiger running
And a fox running, too
You are a fish, a shark
And a book and a paper
You are a crayon

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat a cat cake
I would bake it in a snake
I would make a chocolate tower
And I would eat a rainbow flower

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a shark
I saw a tree
It was as green as grass
And as brown as a crayon
It was nice and gave me a hug
And it gave me a dollar
A Night Adventure
Dear Luz,
Come with me to the rainforest
You have to quiet
You will need a rake
We will see and hear a tiger
Or maybe a cheetah
My Jumbly Poem
Green friends, a lovely monkey
And an owl
The owl throws pinky paper
They eat blue dumplings at sea
A feast!
They are chased by a hive of silvery bees
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Jeramiah Bruce

Carlos Cerezo

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like
Splash
Drip
Drop
I see water

My Delight Song
I am a frog jumping over the lake
I am a cat that loves music
I am a snow place
I am making a snow man
I am a tree
and a circle
and blue
and Mexico

splashing

My Wandering Poem
I wandered happy as a dog
I saw a fly
It was as big as a dog
And a dragon

My Night Song
I hear the cat barking
Barking and barking
I hear someone wondering something
I hear someone teaching

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a crown for a king or a
queen
I think the mountain is a blue crown
Maybe the mountain is big
Or the mountain is small
On the mountain is a rainbow castle

Going Inside
Inside a snowflake
I see my teacher
And I see snow
I hear songs
It tastes like ice and snow
It smells like nothing
Inside a snowflake
It is so so cold

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like a flower
When I read
A Night Adventure
Dear Mom and Dad,
Come with me to a pizza restaurant
You have to be patient
You will need a car to drive

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds cranky, loud and lazy
There is thunder and lightning
In the rain, I feel the thunder and lightning
I feel thunder
In the rain
My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Fresh fruit-juicy and
sun-happy
The days are juicy when we go to school
It’s spring when we go to school
It sounds like ice and has a smell
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Ode to the Circle
O, you are a dime
And a chart
And an eraser
And an egg
You are as old as mom
You can leave now

Luz Cortes
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like ice cream and ice cubes
I see lightning
In the rain, I like to jump in the water and walk
I feel not so good in the rain
My Wandering Poem
I wandered curious as a bird
I saw a fish!
It was as green as grass
And as red as a cherry
It sang and did flips

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is dangerous
I think the mountain is jealous
Maybe the mountain is haunted
Or the mountain is scary
On the mountain, it’s scary and haunted
The end

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am brown and peach
Like a cute puppy
When I play

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like a shell
When I say sorry

My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey was green
On a stormy day, pinky paper was dancing
A moony song was eating dumplings
I saw a hive of silvery bees

A Night Adventure
Dear Luz and Jeimy,
Come with me to the zoo
You have to be seven years old
You will need a backpack for things
We will see a lot of trees
And more things
We will hear scary sounds
Maybe we can go home after

My Morning Poem
In the morning, I feel good
I also feel cool
I can smell me
It feels good to wake up
I am as happy as a butterfly

My Jumbly Poem
The sky is green because I am mean
I am cool because I am taking you to school
I am in the sky with the sun
You can’t bully me so go
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Fatima Hussain

Adonis McFarland

A Night Adventure
Come with me to the store
You have to be brave
You will need a shopping cart
We will see blue, yellow, pink, orange
And purple shoes

My Delight Song
I am a blue-striped dog chasing cats
I am a blue dotted dog chasing cats
I am day
I am a blue cat running from a dog
My Night Song
I hear my uncle playing his game all night
I hear the door creaking
I hear my dog
I hear everybody in the world saying hi

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day with my owl
There are noises that I hear from the town
Pinky paper all wrapped up
My Morning Poem
In the morning I watch tv
I also put on my clothes
I can smell lovely air
It feels like comfortable hands
I am a sleepwalker, awake and asleep
I see flowers on the bus

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where pizza is free
Brooklyn looks like pizza and smells like pizza
Brooklyn has pizza eyes
and beds
Brooklyn tastes like pizza and sounds like pizza
Brooklyn loves pizza and loves to eat pizza
She feels like pizza
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
Pizza, pizza, pizza, pizza, pizza
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like whoosh and splash
I see chrome, blurry
In the rain, I like to run
I feel happy in the rain
Ode to the Circle
O, you are a watermelon
And a flying ball
And a cake with a cherry
My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day, a blue owl and a green owl
A mean sea!
It wanted to trap them!
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Tatianna Melendez

Citlali Perez

My Delight Song
I am a pink unicorn with a white tail
I am a giraffe playing
I am cold and winter
I am the beach

My Delight Song
I am a unicorn making magic
I am humming
I am a fish
I am summer, shining bright
I am a rainbow

My Brooklyn Poem
Brooklyn is the place where there are stars
Brooklyn loves like love
She has heart eyes
Brooklyn loves to spread love
She feels like love
When Brooklyn opens her mouth, she says,
I love when I spread love

My Night Song
I hear the butterfly dancing to the fan
I hear my fingers snapping
I hear the birds singing to the fish
I hear the trees telling jokes
My Wandering Poem
I wandered mad as a red ant
I saw a red rose
It was as pink as a raspberry
And as crystal clear as a diamond
It smelled of raspberry and cotton candy

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is warm
Leaves-colorful
Rainbow-hilarious
Birds – pink and other colors
Animals – funny
It’s spring when I ride my bike
It sounds like fun screaming

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a tornado
I think the mountain is going whoosh
Maybe the mountain is windy
Or the mountain is a storm with clouds on top
On the mountain are leaves blowing by

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is roses
I think the mountain smells good
Maybe the mountain is roses for God
Or the mountain is roses for my mom
On the mountain are rainbow colors

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am purple
Like a violet
When I spin

A Night Adventure
Dear Jeimy, Luz and Carlos,
Come with me to the zoo
You have to be prepared
You will need food and water
We will see lots of animals and insects
We will hear lions and giraffes chewing
Maybe we will hear dolphins

I am pink, white and blue
Like cotton candy
When I eat
I am gold
Like a penny
When I whisper

My Jumbly Poem
A lovely monkey friend sang a moony song
A lovely blue monkey jumped into the sea
An owl ripped up pinky paper
On a stormy day, it was raining music
The end

I am silver
Like metal
When I count coins
I am red
Like a rose
When I hug
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Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d bake a cake
With a snake
I would jog
In the fog
If the world was crazy, I’d wear mismatched
clothes
I’d put rainbow paint on all of my toes
If the world was crazy, I’d run with the sun
I would have lots of fun

Daniel Perez
My Delight Song
I am a red, white and blue wolf eating meat
I am a golden dog fighting a dinosaur
I am hot weather
I am summer
I am a hurricane and feathers
and a red rectangle
My Night Song
I hear my cousin playing his game
I hear my sister fighting all night
I hear a wolf howling
I hear a rainbow unicorn flying

A Night Adventure
Dear cousins and the rest of my family,
Come with me to the amusement park
You have to be sneaky
You will need everything to live
We will see delicious and delightful rides
We will hear some music
May we will ride the music

My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like cake dropping
And a giant stomping
And falling tacos
I see blue drops from the sea
And red drops, too
In the rain, I like to sing and dance and watch tv
I feel crazy in the rain

My Jumbly Poem
An owl and his friends
Are crying in a storm
Why?
Because they hear thunder boom
They fly to the sky

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a panther
When I scatter
I am silver
Like metal
When I sing
I am red
Like fire
When I play
I am black
Like a flower
When I walk
I am white
Like an angel
When I sleep
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Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat cake made out of
ice cream
I would open my mouth and I would scream
If the world was crazy, I’d wear blue
I would also wear glue
If the world was crazy, I would ride a ramp
I would also go to summer camp

Tristan Pough
My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Cool-Easter
White bunnies bouncing around
Snakes
Bunnies run away
Bounce bounce
It’s spring when bunnies bounce everywhere!
It sounds like bounce bounce BOUNCE!

My Jumbly Poem
A feast for a hive of silvery bees
Outside watching the sea
Singing a moony song
And after we see an owl
With a big giant green head

Going Inside
Inside a dragon’s egg
I see weird walls
I see a snake
Inside I hear a donut saying, I like donuts
I taste a dragon donut
I smell donuts
It feels hard like a brick
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is cotton candy
I think the mountain is an ice cream maker
Maybe the mountain is pretty and wonderful
Or the mountain is a Starbust
On the mountain, it smells good
Like a rose at the water garden
I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a toy
When I run
I am silver
Like a diamond
When I dance
I am yellow
Like a ship
When I clap
I am brown
Like a box
When I sing
I am blue
Like the beach
When I dance
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My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a big tooth
I think the mountain is a long claw
Maybe the mountain is the back of an ogre
Or the mountain is money
On the mountain is pepperoni pizza

My Question Poem
Brave butterfly, what do you wish for?
To see a brave dog because I like to play
Delicate deer, what do you dream?
A bug to eat because I like to eat
Silly spider, why are you laughing?
I’m a silly red spider in a bag

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am green
As grass
When I hug

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Yay! Fun!
Roses-beautiful
Dog-cute
Hide and seek-cool
It’s spring when it is nice and
When it is hot
It sounds like Yay Woo Hoo Chirp

I am red
Like an apple
When I run
I am blue
Like rocks
When I jump

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a cherry
And an apple
And an egg
You are as round as a moon
And as bouncy as a dog
You are nice

My Jumbly Poem
A stormy day
A lovely monkey
The sea and dumplings
Have a feast
An owl cries because it gets a feast

My Wandering Poem
I wandered sad as a dog
I saw a tree
It was as black as a dime
Copper as a penny
And silver as a quarter
It was not cool
So not cool
It was a winter tree
My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a dog that is green
I think the mountain is a fox that is red
Maybe the mountain is a toy or a TV
Or the mountain is a book with a song in it
There is a boy on the mountain
Eating candy
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am pink
Like the moon
When I cry

JahSean Winslow-Debouse
My Night Song
I hear an owl singing
I hear my brother sing
I hear a baby wolf, a mommy wolf and a daddy
wolf howling
I hear my car talking

I am blue
Like the sky
When I sing

Going Inside
Inside pizza
I see fungi
I see fishes in the water
Inside there are frogs
I hear birds
I taste Oreos
It smells good, like candy
I feel like swimming

I am gold
Like a banana
When I sleep
I am red
Like a tree
When I eat
I am black
Like grass
When I hug

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world is
Sunny and happy and good
Water drips something nice
It’s spring when I hear birds
It sounds like a woof

A Night Adventure
Come with me to the park
You have to be prepared
You will need toys
We will see trees and grass
We will hear nothing
Maybe tonight?

Ode to the Circle
O, you are a fox running in a circle
And a head
You are a black panther

My Jumbly Poem
On a stormy day two dumplings saw
The sea
Oh no!
The sea saw a monkey
The sea ate the monkey
The dumpling friends were sad
The end

I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am gold
Like a noodle
When I am working
I am red
Like a crowbar
When I am eating
I am silver
and beautiful like my mom
When I am sad
My Jumbly Poem
A hive of silvery bees
At the feast
It was scary
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I Am a Kaleidoscope
I am blue
Like the sky
When I laugh

Mikaela Worrell
My Weather Poem
Rain sounds like drip drip and drop drop
I see lightning
In the rain, I like to touch the rain
And sing
I feel water in the rain

I am red
Like blood
When I cry

My Squishy Spring Poem
In spring the world nice
Rabbits-fun
Flowers-sunny
The leaves grow
It’s spring when the world is sunny again
You have lots of help from school teachers
It sounds like Aaah!

Crazy World
If the world was crazy, I’d eat a basketball
I’d feel ten feet tall
If the world was crazy, I’d wear a hairy dress
It would be such a mess
If the world was crazy, I’d jump into a classroom
and teach everyone about fun
I would say to them, Everyone is done

Ode to the Circle
O, you are as round as an apple
You make me want to eat you
You make me hungry
You are as round as a Cheerio
And round as a coconut
You are sooo nice, circle

My Jumbly Poem
Me and my friend are in a dumpling
Having a feast
Sailing in the blue sea
A little girl is sitting in the sand
On a rock
She swims in the crystal blue sea
Waving bye
She was a mermaid

My Wandering Poem
I wandered calm as a classroom
I saw my friend
She was as nice as a family
And as funny as a teacher
She was nice and happy and dancing
She had one long braid
Pretty!

My Morning Poem
Some mornings I scream
I also throw a fit
I can smell sadness
It feels sharp like a shark
I am as angry as a bear
But then I am happy like a panda
I am hungry like a zombie

My Mountain Poem
I think the mountain is a light
A joyful sister or brother
I think the mountain is a baby crying for its
mom
Maybe the mountain is an eagle looking for a
home
Or the mountain is happy finding a friend
On the mountain is a place where dreams come
true
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